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From the Editor
Education is the founding stone of a country’s economy. Indian
Education System has been synonymous with ‘Entrance
Exams’ ‘Board Exams’ and ‘Marks’. A student in India is left
with the options of choosing fields i.e. Science, Arts or
Commerce after he/she finishes his tenth grade. However, the
students are opting to go abroad for further studies after
completing their post-graduation in India. It shows the need for
technology and upgrades of the education curriculum. The country is on its way of the
digital revolution and is progressing each day towards digitalization, leading to our
changing lifestyle. In the past 10 years, the education sector of our country has witnessed
many prominent changes in the way of learning.
Technology in particular has given beautiful wings to the reforms in Education. The
booming demand of AI and rise of digitalization in Education has seen tremendous
improvement in adoption and acceptance by institutions. While the digitalization is at the
verge of stabilization in most of the institutions, AI is still emerging. Digitalization has
become necessity, but AI is still an option with increased focus on life skills and
employability, institutions have seen and surge in enrolment of new subjects like robotics
and 3D printing. This is the beginning of “Change in thinking”!!!
In this edition of Education India, the cover story published is the most trending segment
of the education sector i.e. Emerging Ed-tech Start-ups. The global Ed-tech market was
valued at $186 billion in 2017 and is expected to reach $252 billion by 2020, depicting
tremendous growth with unlimited growth opportunities.
Apart from the cover story, the edition also provides insightful knowledge about the
“Educational Toys Market Size” as special coverage of the magazine. Currently, global
Educational toys market is expected to be at $24.3 billion and is expected to reach $25.2
billion by 2019, Depicting tremendous growth with unlimited growth opportunities in the
industry.
This Issue also covers the thoughts and opinions of the top Educationists, who have great
expertise in the Education sector as well as have explored, initiated and tried implementing
their ideas to transform the way of learning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all latest updates and technological developments
from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key
developments in India and globally.
I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!
Follow
www.eldrok.com
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Brainwonders
BRAINWONDERS LAUNCHES THEIR INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM!
Leaders- planners, influencers, motivators and visionary. Holding these traits, a leader plays a significant role and are pillars of
examples themselves. One of the leaders are the Principals and Educational Directors heading academic institutes These are the
people who have tasked themselves with national development where it is the most crucial- the children. They take in children
and make them students; and hone them to make them future leaders as well.
Naturally, leaders leading the future leaders come with a great thought process to cater to their great responsibilities. Many have
opted to innovate with Brainwonders- the largest in the field of counselling and assessment. The Brainwonders team is renowned
for their highly researched and statistically proven U.S. patented genetic test known as DMIT. Brainwonders’ online psychometric
test which includes IQ, Aptitude, Interest and Personality assessments is extremely popular as well.
With almost a decade of rich experience in the career counselling segment, 108+ global centres and 320+ connected schools- it is
obvious why Brainwonders is the way to go when asked about child guidance services. The organisation, founded and headed by
Mr Manish Naidu is clearly standing out for their modules- the most coveted of which is their ‘International School Leaders
Program’.
The whole Brainwonders Leadership Module is drafted in a way to not only celebrate the academic leaders- but also to hone the
youth of the country to take up the mantle when their time comes. For the ones who are curious to know how the program works,
here are the details:
1.

The school registers their students for a Brainwonders test. Brainwonders has their biometric DMIT assessment and
online psychometric test. The school has to ensure that they match the minimum number of students as required by
Brainwonders for enrolment.
2. The whole aspect thrives on the fact that Brainwonders provides their quality service at an institutional cost (which are
considerably lower than their retail prices). This is to encourage the students and parents to take the guidance provided
by Brainwonders via the school.
3. The Brainwonders counselling team also shares the necessary information via written format and would also be
providing a complimentary orientation to the students and parents which allows them an interaction with an expert.
This is done to assist the school to encourage the students for the assessments and guidance.
4. As the tests are highly researched and popular- the students benefit by securing concise academic, personal and career
insights which helps them to expand their abilities and explore their opportunities for all-round success.
5. Brainwonders will also provide the students an exclusive access to their career portal- where they would get all the
details and updates regarding various examinations, academic processes, colleges and industries.
6. The Brainwonders will also provide the school with an exclusive dashboard of their own. The school will be able to map
the student’s reports, their traits and interests and track their progress.
7. The school is then provided an International Certification from the Well Gene Science Lab, Malaysia. This grants the
institution the status of Brainwonders Regional Career Counselling Centre.
8. Once this process is completed successfully, the school Principal/ Director is highlighted in the Brainwonders media
channels to propagate the initiative taken by the school towards the development of their children.
9. The school also get recognised for their programs on various national platforms via Educational conferences and award
functions. These events are rich with enlightened minds where the school director/ principal is also awarded for their
leadership.
The International Conference is conducted bi-annually by Brainwonders in a foreign location. The school leader (principal/
director) is invited for the same to collaborate with other academicians and educators to create a vision towards further evolution
of the Indian Education Sector.
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Brainwonders
HOW IS IT HELPFUL TO THE STUDENTS?
Thus, for students- it addresses several
agendas. It helps in understanding the
strengths of the student and identifying
and using their dominant interests to
develop the abilities. As the test results
are always progressive, it also assists in
combating the herd mentality using the
apt teaching pedagogy and helps in
managing parental expectations from the
faculty in a more realistic manner. The
parents are also thus able to evaluate
their child’s development and align their
resources to cater to further growth. This
reduces the undue pressure that the child
may add to themselves as they also know
exactly what their strengths and
limitations- and thus work on both fronts
accordingly.
Mr Manish Naidu taking an interactive session with top educators of North India at
For teachers, the test has often been
a National Academic Summit (Eldrok India K-12 Summit)
helpful to identify the multiple facets of
the student and their understanding. The school is also able to maximise the faculty’s potential to inspire and direct the students
in a better way. The expertly guided introspection platform for students facilitates self-reflection with respect to the environment.
More abstract traits are also explored like pragmatism, ingenuity, stability, leadership skills and approach towards people they
have developed. Most importantly, several teachers have reported that it helps them and students to explore the various
possibilities for success and grow multi-dimensionally. The educator is able to develop and foster a healthier work-life balance
leading to increased professional performance. The school, on the other hand focuses on ensuring that their students perform
well and come out with flying colours in chosen fields.
HOW DOES IT BENEFIT THE SCHOOL?
As the school have their own dashboard, makes the whole process of student growth becomes more targeted and effective. It
gives a complete, accurate and unbiased profile without demanding a lot of time. One can not only assess the characteristics and
talent but look at the areas that the individual has worked on. It then allows the authority to encourage interventions and steps
to catalyse the development without any trial and error. The social dynamics can be guided accordingly and any conflicts can be
addressed the same way.
Various regional, national and international awards and media highlights help the school to set an example of their efforts and
success to motivate other educators and students with their vision. The school’s excellence as a certified regional centre is
showcased at the biannual international conferences where the global perspectives and innovation is brainstormed, new goals
are set and vibrant visions are executed.
Such enigmatic educators define leadership in its truest form- they not only think and execute avant-garde approaches but also
see to the continuity of the same by overseeing the shaping of student to take up the mantle. Brainwonders International
Leadership Program is just the step to celebrate the leaders of today, and cultivate the leaders of tomorrow!
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Empowering the Global K-12 Education through Technology
Education technology and ICT based learning has revolutionized the way students learn in this
era. The global standards of Education have reached a new high where technology plays a
vital role in shaping the way students learn. The way the teaching methodologies have
evolved emphasizes more on learning outcomes where child centric Education is of utmost
importance. Moving ahead with the same thought and vision in mind we have decided to
bring technologies like Augmented reality and Virtual reality and make it accessible to the
students and schools across India.

Our Journey
Entab has pioneered in ERP solutions for almost two decades and streamlined the
administrative work of more than 1200 in India and abroad. CampusCare® and CampusSoft®
have carved a niche and is India’s most preferred ERP solution. We have made a mark in the
solutions we provide and the faith of our clients have always inspired us to come out with
new modules and innovative measures to keep system robust and provide the best to the
schools. Adding on to the same, this year we added to the eLearning segment by partnering
with Eureka, to provide quality digital Education of Science and Maths and the learning
software is known as CampusCare(R) i-Learn. The digital content will be integrated with our
CampusCare® app and can be accessed with schools as well as parents.

Mr. Shaji Thomas
Director

Blend the digital content with classroom teaching
Digital content is to empower the teachers and students. The correct blend of digital content
when rightly embedded in the lesson plans always ensures emphatic teaching. The teaching–learning process had become student
centric and use of technology always improves the engagement and retention level of the learners. When students can simulate
the environment, they learn by doing. We have brought forth different learning elements using 3D videos, Simulation, Interactive
and the use of technology like AR and VR.

Our Offerings
1.Immersive Experience through Virtual Reality(VR)
Virtual reality gives a very engaging experience and when rightly used in Education, it can help in increasing the attention span of
students. It is a three-dimensional world where a user can manipulate and explore while feeling as if he were in that world. In a
virtual reality environment, a learner experiences complete immersion with the feeling of being inside and a part of that world
and all sensory organs are utilized. The 360-degree view makes the graphics more compelling and caters to better understanding.
2. Augmented Reality(AR)
AR adds on to another dimension of learning as it allows us to augment any object in space, explore and interact with it.
Augmented reality has a great potential to be used in the classroom because it changes the way students interact with the real
world.
The AR app initializes the augmentation when the image in the book is scanned by the camera of the device. The 3D model gets
augmented on top of the textbook where the user can interact and have real time experience.
3. 3D Stereo
'Eureka.in 3D Stereo' explains several topics using 3DS animated video, simulation and are interactive. These high resolutions
stereoscopic animations create an immersive effect and keep students engaged and focused. While playing simulations students
explore complex structures in 3D which adds an element of excitement to learning. They can rotate the models 360 degrees as
well as zoom in and zoom out at will. Thus the learning is acquired through action.

Changing the Classroom dynamics as well as learning at home
Our aim is to provide an integrated learning platform that offers a combination of usability and personalized learning experience
anytime, anywhere. It includes features like Dashboard, Analytics, Content list, Mind-map, Playlist and many more. The emphasis
is on expansive learning by incorporating features like consistent and proven evaluation methods, documentation of performance,
learner-centric programs and adaptive content besides a plethora of exciting activities. The fact that our APP reaches and connects
every parent student to the teachers and school management will help us to deliver learning modules with ease.
Our vision is to provide the best tools to the schools we are associated with and reach out to more and enhance way schools will
deliver in future.
Shaji Thomas
Director
shaji@entab.in
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Education Briefs - National
After 34 years, India has unveiled the new National Education Policy 2020
The National Education Policy was earlier
framed in 1986 and revised in 1992. More
than three decades have passed since the
former Policy, during this period important
changes have taken place in our country,
society economy, and in the world at large.
The National Education Policy 2020 has been
approved by the Union Cabinet meeting, it
was chaired by the Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi and was released by the
Union Education Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal

Nishank and Prakash Javadekar, Minister of
Information and Broadcasting. The policy
mainly aims to universalize the pre-primary
education by 2025 and give foundational
literacy/numeracy for all by 2025. Expressing
his honor to the Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi and the Cabinet for approving the
National Education Policy 2020, “with the
implementation of this policy India, will
emerge as a great knowledge centre and

education destination in the world.” said Mr.
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank.

Including engineering institutes and business schools, nearly 180 professional colleges have shut during
the academic year 2020-2021
According to All India Council of Technical
Education (AICTE) data, approximately 180
professional colleges, which also include
engineering institutes and business schools
have closed in the academic year 2020-21, it
is the highest number of the closure of
technical institutions in the last nine years.
Besides the closing of 179 institutes, nearly
134 institutes did not demand approval this
year. Around 44 institutes could not get
permission, or their permissions were
eliminated due to punitory action by the
technical education regulator. Whereas 92
technical institutes had to shut down in the
2019-20 academic year, the numbers were 89

(2018-19), 134 (2017-18), 163 (2016-17), 126
(2015-16) and 77 (2014-15). “As per recent
Supreme Court judgement, for the
functioning of existing and setting up of new
Architecture and Pharmacy colleges, approval
of only ‘Council of Architecture’ and
‘Pharmacy Council of India’ respectively will
be mandatory from the academic Year 20202021,” said a senior AICTE official. According
to the official report, over 69,000 seats in 762
colleges have been decreased due to a decline
in the profit or closing of a particular course or
division. The approval to 164 new institutes
for the 2020-21 academic season, adding up
to 39,000 seats has been granted by the

AICTE.

Doubtnut raises $15million in a Series A funding round
A Gurgaon based edtech startup “Doubtnut”
has raised $15 million in a Series A funding
round. The funding round was led by a China
based company “Tencent”. Omidyar Network
India, AET, Sequoia Capital also participated in
the funding round. Doubtnut help students to
understand mathematics and science
problems in local languages. The company
also provides guidance on, students can share

the picture of the problem and a short video
will be provided to tackle that problem.
“Doubtnut is truly democratizing education
across India. Our user base reflects the entire
demography of India, something which no
other education app in the country has come
close to achieving,” said, Tanushree Nagori,
Co-founder, Doubtnut. More than 85% users
of the product are from top 10 cities in India

but the company has planned to expand their
operations in tier 2 and tier 3 cities.

Entri bags $1.4 million in a funding round
A Kerala based edtech startup “Entri” has
secured $1.4 million in a seed funding round.
The funding round was
led by Good Capital
along
with
the
participation of some
investors from US and
China. Entri helps job
aspirants to prepare for
competitive exams like Kerala PSC, IIT-JEE,
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NEEt etc. in five different local languages.
“Starting with the 100 Mn people who apply
for government jobs
every year, Entri is
expanding
the
universe
of
employable
candidates by skilling
people in their own
language, as it should be,” said, Arjun

Malhotra, partner at Good Capital. Around
6,000 users are being added daily on this
platform and till now, more than 1.6 million
customers have used the platform. There are
more than 3 lakh questions and more than
1,000 learning videos on their app. The
company has also started providing courses
on spoken English and MS Office skills. Within
the next two years, the company is targeting
10 million users and 3 lakh paid users.
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Education Briefs - National
Edtech startup Toppr raised Rs 350 crore in Series D funding round led by Foundation Holdings

Mumbai based edtech startup Toppr, founded
in 2013, has raised Rs 350 crore in a Series D
funding round of financing led by Gulf-based
investment firm Foundation Holdings. The

company has now raised an approximated Rs
700 crore, over rounds, till date. CLSS served
as the financial advisor to the transaction.
Toppr currently helps over 1.3 crore learners
from different schools, boards, and
competitive exams on its AI platform.
According to the officials, the newest round of
funding has also seen participation from
education-focused Kaizen Private Equity
which is an existing investor in Toppr, along
with other “long-time partners”. “With this
investment, we now have the capability and

reach to truly revolutionize the K-12
education experience and ensure that no
learner is left behind. We are also excited
about the launch of the School OS and believe
this will be a ground-breaking initiative
empowering teachers and schools across the
industry,” said Founder of Toppr, Zishaan
Hayath. The venture would use its raised
funds to ramp up its adaptive AI learning
product and launch new platforms for coding
and schools.

Kido Schools launches Kido Home, a home-based education model for pre-schoolers
An International preschool
chain
Kido
Schools (operating the
Safari Kid International
preschools in India) has
announced the launch
of an online learning
initiative called Kido
Home for the homebased learning for 2 to 6 years old kids. The
international program customised to every
child and delivered to their homes will be

taught by native
teachers
from
across the world. It
has the centres
across Hong Kong,
Mumbai, London,
Houston,
Austin,
Dubai, and other
cities in India, Kido
Schools have emerged as a most preferred
education partner for imparting quality early
education for the premium parenting

community. Kido Home is aiming to reach
parents across India that are involved in their
children’s learning and want the highest order
of early education to be given to their young
ones. Teachers, are trained by Kido’s global
trainers lead these classes in the ratios of 1:6
or 1:8 to give personalised attention to each
child’s engagement and learning progress.
The chain of pre-schools also facilitates
weekly one on one sessions with each child
for focussed attention and customisation to
the abilities of each toddler.

Edtech startup Trulearn Spaces Pvt Ltd has raised an undisclosed funding led by 3one4 Capital
Recently, Vedantu co-founder’s edtech
startup Truelearn spaces Pvt Ltd raises an
undisclosed amount in seed funding which
has been led by 3one4 Capital, it owns and
manages
online
children’s
life-skills
development platform Uable, which also
recently bagged funding from 3one4 Capital.
Uable was established last year by Saurabh
Saxena, who is also the co-founder of tutoring
platform Vedantu and Lakshya. According to

the officials, Amrish Rau, chief executive of
Pine Labs, Jitendra Gupta, founder and CEO of
digital banking startup Jupiter Money, Global
Founders Capital, the Berlin-based seed and
growth venture capital firm co-founded by
Rocket Internet chief Oliver Samwer,
AngelList and Inflection Point Ventures are
the other investors who have also
participated in the round. Till date, the fund
has declared about 10 investments, which

include Jupiter Money, Kuku FM, Lokal and
MoneyOnClick.

Online tutoring platform Vedantu has raised $100 million from Coatue in series D round
On Thursday, Bengaluru based edtech
platform Vedantu, founded in
2011 has raised $100 million
(Rs 750 crore) from a leading
US-based investment firm,
Coatue in series D funding
round, which secured its cost at
$600 million. It is an online
tutoring
platform
where
teachers give school lessons to students
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online. This is the third time when Vedantu
raised funds
during this
year and the
total amount
has passed
$200 million
and
the
valuation of
the company has crossed $300 million. Due to

the pandemic, more than 2 million students
are attending LIVE online classes and over 8
million hours of LIVE classes are delivering by
teachers has recorded a growth of 220%.
Vedantu is now claimed to be the second
most valuable company in edtech space, and
the company would use the raised funds in
technology to build the world’s greatest LIVE
teaching-learning experience.
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Education Briefs - National
CBSE and IBM all set to introduce AI curriculum in 200 high schools all over India

On Thursday, The Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) announced a collaboration
with the technology giant IBM to introduce
artificial intelligence (AI) curriculum for

classes 11 and 12 in approximately 200 high
schools over 13 states in India i.e. Delhi-NCR,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Orissa, Kerala, West
Bengal,
Andhra Pradesh, Telangana,
Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar
Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Punjab for the
current academic year (2020-21), it is the part
of CBSE’s Social Empowerment by Work
Education, and Action (SEWA) program. This
curriculum was co-developed along with
Australia’s Macquarie University and Indian
implementation partners — Learning Links

Foundation and 1M1B to meet all the
parameters of the CBSE for classes 11 and 12.
“The objective of our exciting collaboration
with CBSE is to help address some of those
challenges by designing one of the most
accessible and comprehensive gateways for
students to begin their AI journey,” said
Sandip Patel, General Manager, IBM
India/South Asia. This collaboration would
help to develop foundational experiences of
AI in students and making them not only users
of AI, but creators as well.

Pune edtech startup uFony has raised funding from The Chennai Angels
A Pune based edtech startup uFony services
Pvt Ltd, established in 2012 has raised an
undisclosed amount by The Chennai Angels
and different self-governing investors for
School Diary, a platform that brings education
to smartphones. School Diary is a userfriendly platform that provides to K12 schools,
supporting them to engage students and
conduct classes virtually without settling on
privacy. Along with online teaching, it is also
an integrated virtual classroom. It also

provides services to handle the transfer of the
online payment, automate accounting,
manage transport, track live buses, monitor
staff behaviour, manage payroll, inventory
and accounts, etc., the platform has an
administrator for this. “School Diary is being
leveraged by schools across Asia, Africa,
Europe, and South America. It is generating
interest from a lot of school districts in the
USA,” said Ashish Chaturvedi, Founder of
uFony Services Pvt Ltd. The company would

use the raised funds to improve its digital
appearance and enroll business partners to
scale up fast in the international market.

India’s largest learning platform Unacademy leads a strategic investment of $5 million in Mastree

On Tuesday, Bengaluru based edtech platform
Unacademy
announced
a
strategic
investment of $5 million to hold a majority
stake in Mastree. Recently, a Japenese
company SoftBank was in talks to invest in

Unacademy a huge amount. Mastree was
founded in the year 2019, building a one-stop
subscription product for STEAM i.e., Science,
Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics
and it also provides courses for classes 5 to 8
which includes live online sessions for
students. “Unacademy and Mastree have a
shared vision, and together, we want to
create an impact and make quality education
accessible and affordable. Mastree is building
an extremely impactful subscription product,

and it will transform the way students learn.
We are very happy to have Mastree as a share
of the Unacademy Group” Gaurav Munjal, CoFounder and CEO, Unacademy said. Mastree
will also meet the Unacademy group by this
investment, which includes Wifistudy,
Kreatryx, PrepLadder, and CodeChef. This
investment would also help Unacademy to
increase itspresence in the K-12 learning
space.

HRD issued Guidelines for online classes, capping maximum screen time for school students at 3 hrs per
day
On Tuesday, HRD ministry issued complete
guidelines for schools on online classes and
suggested a cap on the continuation and the
number of sessions in a day for school
students. The HRD ministry outlined the
guidelines following the concern asked by the
parents about the online classes which are
conducted by schools similar to the regular
schools, which increases the student’s screen
time after the pandemic. MHRD has
recommended the time duration for the
online classes for pre-primary students that it
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should not be more than 30 minutes. For

classes 1 to 8 up to 45 minutes, while for
classes 9 to 12 is up to 30-45 minutes of
duration have been recommended in the
guidelines called “Pragyata”. “School heads

should not expect teachers to be engaged in
six to eight hours of online teaching in a day.
Rather they may be engaged for about two to
three hours of online activities per day for the
classes they teach”, the guidelines, titled
‘Pragyata’, states. These guidelines have been
made by HRD with a focus on online education
for students who are at home because of the
pandemic and also these guidelines will help
to decrease the concern of the parents about
online classes.
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Education Briefs - National
After Facebook, Google India makes an education push with CBSE partnership
On Monday, Head of Google Marketing in
India and Southeast Asia announced a
partnership with the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE) at the sixth
release of Google for India. MHRD minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank greets the
commitment of Google to invest in India over
the next 5 years. A $1 million grant to Kaivalya
Education Foundation as a share of the
Distance Learning Fund has also declared by
Google.org. The partnership will allow over 1
million teachers from 22K Indian schools to

fulfill blended learning that unites the
classroom program with the help of online
learning using free tools like GSuite for
education, Google Classroom and many more.
“Building products for India first, has helped
us build better products for users everywhere.
But India’s digital journey is far from
complete. There’s still more work to do to
make the internet affordable and useful for a
billion Indians,” stated Sundar Pichai, CEO,
Google and Alphabet Inc., This partnership
will also allow small and medium companies

on their digital transformation journeys and
support artificial intelligence for social good.

SoftBank in talks to invest in learning startup Unacademy
Japanese
multinational
company
headquartered in Tokyo SoftBank is in talks to
invest in an online learning platform
Unacademy, before this investment Byju’s is
the only online learning platform among
India’s unicorns. SoftBank, which owns stakes
in multiple technology, energy, and economic
firms is now preparing to lead an investment
of $150-200 million in Unacademy, pricing the
company at $1.2 billion pre-money. According
to an official, “Investors are seeing
Unacademy as the next big thing after Byju’s,

and it has the potential to build a large
outcome. Test preparation for competitive
exams is a large market and during this
pandemic, edtech is one of the few sectors
investors can bet on.” As per the official
report, Unacademy is supposed to close the
transaction in the next few weeks. Further
some of the Pre-existing investors of
Unacademy, including venture firms
Sequoia Capital, Nexus Venture Partners,
Blume Ventures and Steadview Capital, might

also participate in the round. And this step of
investment could mint a new unicorn in India.

CBSE Class 12 results likely to push up Delhi University cut-offs

All the schools of CBSE are directed in their
latest notice to calculate the attendance of all
the students appearing in class 10 and class 12

board exams in the year 2020, as it is being
made mandatory for the students to have a
minimum of 75 % attendance to be able to
appear for the 10th and 12th examinations
which are organised by CBSE. Admit cards will
only be made available for the students who
are having their attendance greater than 75%
and the list of short attendance candidates
will be given to the regional office where the
final decision will be taken on or before 7th

January, 2020. Any genuine reason for the
shortage of attendance must be having all the
required supporting documents and should
be presented in front of authority before 7th
January as none of the cases will be
considered if they will be reported post
deadline and all the standard operating
procedures will be followed while calculating
the attendance.

G All Delhi state university exams stand cancelled, including last year: Manish Sisodia
In light of the major disruptions caused by the
Coronavirus pandemic on Saturday, Deputy
Chief Minister Manish Sisodia declared the
cancellation of all forthcoming examinations
to be conducted in state universities, both for
last and intermediate year/semester
students and stated that state universities
have been asked to come up with “a set of
parameters for evaluation based on the
students’ past performance” and grant them
degrees. For the same Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal also wrote a letter to Prime Minister
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Narendra Modi that “Students, teachers and
parents are angered by this decision and
believe it should be rolled back. Reputed
universities such as IIT and NLU have already
given degrees to students in the final year
based on internal assessments. Why
shouldn’t others also do it? Across
universities in the world, the same format is
being followed,” wrote Kejriwal. Due to this
pandemic studies in the universities were
disturbed and conducting exams was not
possible. However, this decision by the Delhi

government will not hit universities like

Ambedkar University Delhi, which has
already conducted an evaluation for all
students.
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What does the World’s First Values Lab look like?
“Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known” - Carl Sagan
If we have Computer Labs, Science Labs why not a Values Lab? And what if we
had Life Lessons in a Lab?
Imagine a world full of creativity & interactive elements that hold a meaning behind
every detail helping you find answers to the most personal questions of life.
The Saksham Values Lab is a scientific, custom designed, in-school space dedicated
to values inculcation & character building for students, parents & teachers.
This is the place where the Saksham Human Values Program, a 21st Century Social-Emotional Learning,
Values & Character Building Initiative is conducted. These classes are conducted in the Saksham Values Lab
(inside your school) or in your very own classrooms.
All our Labs Are Tech enabled with video conferencing and are connected to each other. This not only
connects children from different schools, but also facilitates experts from around the World to interact with
the children.

About Val-Ed Initiatives

Val-Ed Initiatives is an award winning, youth-led organization that designs & delivers21st Century transformational
values Education programs that build stronger & healthier character in children, parents & teachers. Val-Ed programs
have reached many schools across 17 states in India.

To schedule a visit to the nearest Values Lab around you or know how you can have one at your
school, Visit www.valedindia.com or Call 9731730636 or email info@valedindia.com
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The HRD Ministry to meet state education secretaries to settle the differences over university exams
The human resource development (HRD)

ministry is all set to meet state education

secretaries to resolve all the disputes over
conducting compulsory final-year and lastsemester exams this week, The UGC has
denied accepting the single decision by the
state governments to dismiss final year exams
because of the COVID-19 crisis. Several Chief
Ministers including Arvind Kejriwal, Capt
Amarinder Singh and Mamata Banerjee have
shown concern over conducting exams in the
present situation and urged the ministry to
roll back its order. MHA wrote to the Union

Higher Education Secretary, pointed out that
the final term exams are to be compulsorily
conducted as per the UGC guidelines and as
per the SOP certified by the Health Ministry.
Recently, Delhi and West Bengal have already
declared the cancellation of exams because of
the COVID-19 crisis and will promote the
students based on an internal assessment or
their past achievements.

Defending the new UGC Guidelines, "Exams Essential for Global Acceptance": HRD Minister
In reply to the judgment leveled at the
Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD) and the University Grants
Commission (UGC) for the decision to conduct
final-year university exams, HRD Minister
Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank stated that the
performance of a student in the examinations
is a reflection of their ability, performance,
and reliability which is necessary for global
acceptance”. As per the new UGC guidelines

released by HRD Minister on July 6,
Universities were instructed by UGC to
conduct final-year end-semester exams by
September 30 and conduct mandatory exams
for the students with backlogs. This decision
was taken keeping in view the educational
interests of students in a large number. He
also said that the University can run the exams
whenever possible so that there will be no
harm to the students.

The Indian Edtech startup Cuemath wallets $2.7 million from Trifecta Capital
Bengaluru based edtech startup Cuemath led
by CueLearn has boosted $2.7 million in a
mixed round of equity and debt issue from
Trifecta Capital’s venture debt fund.
Established in 2013 by Jagjit Kurma and
Manan Khurma, to help students in
mathematics lessons on a franchisee basis
and uses physical and gadget-based content
to teach the subject to students between the
below kindergarten and matriculation levels.

The company last raised funds in a $5.5 million
Series B funding round in December last year.
This time the company has announced 8,404
Series B4 preference dividends to Trifecta
Venture Debt Fund-II at Rs 8,229.35 per share
and 130 non-convertible debentures at Rs
1,00,000 per debenture to Trifecta Venture
Debt Fund-II and Fund-I, administrative filings
revealed. It also announced 2,107 Series B3
preference shares to the two funds, which

were somewhat paid at a nominal value of Rs.
1 per share. As the pandemic has made the
education methods to go online, Cuemath’s
fundraise reaches amid a series of competitive
funding deals in the edtech space.

Unacademy acquires PrepLadder for $50 million

A Bengaluru based edtech startup
“Unacademy” that helps students to prepare
for competitive exams like UPSC, SSC, IIT,
JEET and many more, has acquired
“PrepLadder” for $50 million. Education and
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health are one of those sectors which have
witnessed a boom during this pandemic. And,
PrepLadder helps students to prepare for
medical entrance examinations. To enhance
Unacademy’s presence in GATE and ISE
segments, it had acquired “Kreatryx”in early
2020. PrepLadder provides affordable
learning courses for the preparation of exams
like NEET PG, AIIMS PG, NEET SS, and FMGE,
which are post-graduation entrance exams.
“As we strengthen our position as a market

leader in the test prep market, bringing
PrepLadder on board will play a strategic role
for Unacademy in the medical entrance
examinations category,” said, Gaurav Munjal,
Co-founder & CEO, Unacademy. During this
lockdown period, Unacademy saw a huge
growth of 100% in its monthly active users
and PrepLadder has an active user-base of
more than 85,000 which would help
Unacademy to expand its operations in the
medical sector as well.
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CBSE & Facebook partners to increase awareness of mental health and cyber safety
Online teaching and training are reaching to
its highest level due to the pandemic
widespread. Now, CBSE and Facebook,
together have launched an online initiative to
train 10,000 teachers and students across the
India. The training to students and teachers
will be provided in subjects like mental
health, safety and privacy. The initiative
would help students and teachers to ensure
proper mental health and have cyber safety
while going on social media and doing online
monetary transactions. “As more and more
young users get online, it becomes important

to educate young adults, and students on
making well-informed choices online and also
help them develop skills they need to safely
navigate the internet. The curriculum on
digital
safety
and
online
wellbeing
cover
aspects such as safety, privacy, mental
health, and Instagram’s Guide for Building

Healthy Digital Habits. The module has been
designed to guide students to become
responsible digital users, identify and report
threats and harassment as well as report
misinformation,” Facebook India said
in a statement. This programme is for
the schools and colleges across India,
and they can nominate the respective
candidate who would like to pursue
this course. After completion of this
programme, CBSE would announce
courses in AR (Augmented Reality) and digital
safety.

NCERT’s New Alternative Academic Calendar has been released by HRD Minister for Classes 1 to 5
Union Human Resource Development
Minister, Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ has
released a new alternative academic calendar
for primary classes. The calendar contains
subject-wise study plans for Classes 1 to 5.
The calendar, developed by the National
Council of Educational Research and Training,
or NCERT, contains detailed guidelines for the
teachers on the “use of technology & social
media tools”, Mr. Pokhriyal said. According to
an official release, the alternative calendar

has been designed with an aim to “engage
students meaningfully during their stay at
home due to COVID-19.” The calendar
contains an eight-week study plan for
different subjects of the primary classes,
along with activities, resources, and links to
different e-content prepared by the HRD
ministry. “The Calendar further aims to
empower our students, teachers, school
principals & parents with positive ways to
deal with COVID-19 via online teaching-

learning resources and achieve the best
possible learning outcomes,” Mr. Pokhriyal
said
on
social
media.

CISCE announced a 25% reduction in the syllabus for class 10th and 12th

As we all know education institutes are shut
due to the widespread of the pandemic,

which has resulted in the rise of online
learning. But this online learning is new and a
little complex for the few teachers and
students, which is resulting in some sought of
academic loss. To avoid this academic loss,
CISCE, which conducts ICSE and ISC annual
exams has announced a 25% reduction in the
academic syllabus. “While a number of CISCE
affiliated schools have tried to adapt to this
changed scenario and have tried to keep alive
the teaching learning process through online

classes, there has been a significant
shortening of the academic year and loss of
the instructional hours,” said the board.
Majorly, the board will work on reducing the
syllabus mathematics and science for class
10th and 12th. Reduction in the syllabus
would give some relief to students and
teachers would be able to teach more
efficiently without worrying about the
academic loss.

Edtech unicorn Byju’s offers $300 million to acquire WhiteHat Jr. to expand in coding segment
Bengaluru based Indian edtech unicorn is in
talks to acquire WhiteHat Jr. Byju’s has made
an offer of $300 million for the acquisition
deal. The news came just after the Byju’s
raised undisclosed amount from BOND,
which is a New York-based investment firm.
WhiteHat Jr. offers coding language courses
for the students in the age group of 5-12
years. Students can learn the basics and
advancement of coding in the primary classes
itself. Mumbai based edtech startup,
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WhiteHat Jr. is in talks to raised multiple
rounds of funding. Recently, Byju’s was in
rumors to acquire Doubtnut for $150 million.
Doubtnut helps students to prepare for
competitive exams like IIT, JEE, NEET and also
offers CBSE & ICSE courses. By these
acquisitions, Byju’s want to expand their
product and their market reach. Coding
courses is becoming one of the hot topics
among students and preparing for
competitive exams is the needof every

student as every child wants to pursue higher
education.
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Educator’s View
Ms. Amruta Prabhu
Principal, The HDFC School, Pune
Introduction
Enigmatic, and enthusiastic- Mrs.
Amruta Prabhu, is an able Educationist
with impeccable foresight who has had
the experience of teaching tiny-tots in
the pre-primary and primary schools and

on the other she has won much
appreciation and accolades as a mentor
and teacher to students of the Secondary
and Senior Secondary levels.

Major initiatives in Education
Being a keen believer in Inclusion &
inclusive Education she has ensured to
include all kinds of learners in a
classroom across grades encouraging
differentiated
learning
patterns.
Wherever possible due concessions as
per CBSE norms are acquired for

category wise high need learners and the
concerned students become joyful
learners in the learning journey. With a
focus on life skills & holistic growth,
ample opportunities are created for
students to harness their innate talents
and develop as confident personalities.

As an efficient administrator, she
ventures to reach out to all concerned
stakeholders – parents, students,
teachers etc. and involves them
wholeheartedly in the school’s progress.

Career in teaching
She staunchly believes in the mantra of a good teacher being a learner for life and thereby states
that she feels no qualms in taking suggestions and advice from her superiors, staff, parents as
well as her students.
A strong believer in the adage that “A leader is one who knows the way, shows the way and goes
the way” she leaves no stones unturned to act as a friend, philosopher and guide to her team
motivating them to “sharpen the saw” and to put their best foot forward to the lees so as to
enable mutual growth and development of them as individuals and the school in particular as an
ever-inspiring institution aiming towards excellence in every sphere.
Experience:
An M.A in English, M.Ed. and NET
qualified, she has served as a teacher in a
mélange of CBSE and International
schools for over 15 years and has
thereafter been an able school
administrator for over 10 years now. She
had won laurels for her dedicated
contribution as the founder Principal of
the first CBSE ‘Í’(International) school of
Pune for over 3.5 yrs and later as the
Principal of a reputed school wherein she
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initiated the CBSE senior secondary
affiliation and served it for almost 3
years. She is now serving as a Founder
Principal of The HDFC School, Pune since
its inception in June 2017 and is
simultaneously pursuing her research in
Inclusive
Education
from
Pune
University. Her tryst with Education does
not end here. An alumnus of the Mumbai
University, she has represented her state
and university at myriad state and

national level elocution & debate
competitions whereby she has won
immense plaudits for her immaculate
oratory and presentation skills. As a
Master Trainer for CBSE, she regularly
conducts professional development
programs for CBSE school teachers on
Classroom Management, Life skills,
Inclusive Education etc. besides training
her in-house school team.
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Challenges in Schools
With ever evolving Education and with the world becoming a global stage, it’s a constant challenge for Educationists to be abreast
of the latest evolving Educational thoughts & techniques. The available resource pool of teacher facilitators need to be consistently
trained & polished to ensure they are able to reach out to new age & varied group of learners at all levels. Bridging the gaps
between the different strata of society by catering to RTE students & including them in a regular classroom is an ongoing challenge
wherein not just the student but the concerned parents need to be groomed too to fit into the new age Education system.

Importance of digital Education:
The HDFC School believes in providing its students with cutting edge technology aided Education. Besides digital boards across
classes, the school facilitates self-assisted learning (PAL) by Google wherein students across grades III onwards take online tests
to assess their grasping of the core concepts taught. This develops their self-learning skills too. Flipped & blended learning across
grades ensures that both the facilitator & the students are acquainted to not only derive concept appropriated audio, video & PPT
from the web world but are adept enough to create their own digital content too. Partnering with reputed digital platforms for
online Educational content & training, the school ensures its consistent digital growth for both their students & teachers.

Current changes required in Education sector
Keeping pace with the constantly metamorphosing Educational sector, the school strives hard to provide quality Education to its
wards. All concerned stakeholders are actively involved in not only the students’ progress & development but also harnessing
their niche skills and contributing effectively towards making a significant difference.

Future Plans
 The HDFC School endeavours to create a home away from home for its eager
learners whose health, happiness and safety is of paramount importance to the
esteemed management.
 We envision to create an endless stream of happy, holistic learners who are
confident enough to make a mark on the global platform.
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Educator’s View
Mrs. Kajal Chhatija
Principal, Global Talent International School, Pune
Introduction: Mrs. Kajal Chhatija, the Principal of Global Talent International
School is an enthusiastic and energetic leader in empowering and engaging
young minds in innovative and collaborative learning practices. She is known for
creating a cosy environment for her students and teachers so the school
becomes a second home for all. She began her career by teaching in a school for
the deprived children. She is in this profession from last 15 years and has climbed
the ladder of success from being a Co-teacher to the Principal. She has worked
with Trinity International School, Vibgyor High, Rims International and Euro
School. She has received many awards as the best teacher. She has received
the ISA school coordinator from British Council, for coordinating and organizing
collaborative activities. She is an eminent speaker and has voiced in many
leadership conferences and often participates in the Educational panel
discussions. She has organized students outreach programmes
for needy children in slums to teach them basic hygiene and its importance. She nurtures value Education in her students by
promoting Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and emphasis on school and its neighbourhood cleanliness.

Career in Education
It just happened as I have explored myself as an educator, influencer, mentor, motivator, guide, counsellor
and much more. I’m an extremist and cross all the boundaries to fulfil my goals and meet success. I believe,
teaching jobs are very dynamic and gone are the days where teachers just had to sit with the textbooks
and teach the concepts. These days, teaching is 50% of the content and 50 % of drama. A teacher has to
be passionate about what she is teaching and must love her students as, we all know that students will
apparently love the subject if they like the teacher so on.

Major initiatives towards Education
At GTIS, we firmly believe that students in their foundational learning stages must experience stress free learning environment.
This could be achieved by instilling latest pedagogical approach towards teaching and learning methods. By introducing innovative
learning methods which reduce the pressure on children and is the need of the hour. Students here are encouraged to plan,
create, execute and invent and so on they play the roles of planners, creators, executors and inventors.
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Educator’s View
Challenges in Schools
Schools must look into all-round holistic development of the child through social, emotional, cognitive and meta-cognitive
domains. Students must experience a balanced Education system where they get enough time to read, play, dance, learn and
grow together. Education system must build character of students making them empathetic and compassionate towards society
which in turn helps to sensitized them on various global issues. It should help them being critical thinkers, problem solvers and
thinking out of the box must become a habit.

Leadership Style
Forming a dynamic community consisting of teachers, students, parents and management. Living each day
witnessing their growth leading to great achievements in future. A total democratic approach giving
importance to everybody’s inputs in changing lives and creating new opportunities for students so that they
realise their human potential.

Prime objective of Global Talent International School
We at GTIS, believe that helping students in realising their hidden potential through various challenging
opportunities will assure students’ capabilities to ‘Explore’ new areas to, ‘Enhance’ their skills and ‘Excel’ in
future being global citizen.
Importance of Digital Education in schools
We are catering to Alpha generation and gadget is their first toy. In this e-learning can’t be ignored. Learning coding and artificial
intelligence is essential to make our students future ready. We are in the age of integration and collaboration in which digitalisation
of Educational sector is become a mandatory factor.

Comment about Education system:
Its hi-time for all of us to think loud and to change our Education system from
marks driven to stress free system, rote learning to free expression, traditional
to international, manual to digital, hard-working to smart working, textbook to
techbook, social to emotional, active to interactive, integration to
collaboration, assessing to analysing, cognitive to metacognitive, analogy to
technology and much more. It is the time to bring in the balance and need to
understand when the traditional method works and when it’s right to try new
and engaging methods. As very well said by Mahatma Gandhi, “Be the change
you wish to see in the world.”

Future plans
Our plans are to equip our students with the 21st century skills, introducing coding and artificial intelligence in the curriculum and
entering into K12 section. Bringing holistic development through curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. Engaging
students in various community outreach programmes to develop responsibility towards society. Creating such an Education
system which develops character of our students, experience the joy of learning, inculcate social and emotional values, practice
meta-cognition not only to succeed in life but also to be a good human being.

Comment about Education system
We have come a long way, beginning from our Gurukuls to formal schooling to home schools. As the recent research on the
Education system of India (ASER-2018), proves that India has shown immense progress in higher Education and scientific research,
has been credited to various public institutions. We still need to strive hard to prepare our students to do better, be victorious in
the top ten countries in the next PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) test and this needs focus on training and
empowering teachers with the latest pedagogy and technology.
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Educator’s View
Mrs. Jayshree Venkatraman
Principal, SNBP International School, Rahatani and Academic Director, SNBP World School

Introduction
Mrs Jayshree Venkatraman is a veteran
Educationist from Pune, who has anchored
innumerable roles in the field of Education
across varied boards of the country. She
worked in the capacity of Headmistress in
DAV Public School, Nerul, Navi Mumbai and
she was transferred to Pune on promotion as
a Founder Principal to DAV Public School in
Aundh, Pune. The School under her
stewardship grew to a magnificent strength
of over 6000 students in a matter of four
years. Her eight-year stint in this school
yearned her a rare reputation of an
Educationist par excellence. Innovation,
Creativity were her constant companions as
she experimented with various tools and
techniques to enhance learning in schools
that she worked. She was invited twice to UK
with a gratis visa and once to Dubai in

recognition to leadership roles
that she anchored in leading
schools of the city. Mrs
Venkatraman also contributed in
the capacity of Academic Director
of Indus World School which has
branches across the country. Mrs
Jayshree Venkatraman was
invited twice by Times of India to
be their Guest Editor for their NIE
Newspaper. She has contributed to
the
course
content
of
Education
Management of the Hyderabad University.
She has authored two books, one on
Parenting- PARVARISH- ADHYAY 1, and one
on Career for students of Class 12- Your GPSYour Global Positioning Script. She also
penned a book on Theory of Music for an ICSE
School i.e. SN Kansagra School in Rajkot. She

also has scripted for movies produced by the
school on Demonetization- the Black Hole,
Tribute to Teachers- the X-Factor, Ill effects of
Social Media- The Invisible Adversary and the
recent being Episodes of AI- Life 2030.

Experience
As a Head of School she remains a Chief
Learning Officer- a perennial learner whose
quest for knowledge is worth emulating. She
is proactive in resolving and views every
challenge as an opportunity. Her connect
with the Parents, Students and Teachers is

absolutely admirable. She was responsible
for getting CBSE Affiliations and Cambridge
Affiliations for her school. She has handled
recruitments for Leadership and teachers.
She has been responsible for evolving the
Vision and Mission Statement of her school.

She has also been deputed several times by
CBSE for the conduct of Inspection for
affiliation. She has evolved various systems
and processes in her schools.

Reasons for choosing Teaching as Career
She was born a teacher. Her patience and
perseverance till such time, that every child
learns, speak volumes of her educative
nature. She is as much suited to her job as a
key would be to a lock. She is passionate

about her work and loves it to the fullest.
Every day finds her with a fresh enthusiasm
determined to pluck stars. She enjoys having
students around her and strongly believes
that students are her inspiration. Students

too reciprocate her affection and have fond
memories of her as their mentor. She also
strongly advocates SERVANT LEADERSHIP
and her philosophy is best practiced at her
work place.

Career in Education
She holds a bachelor degree in Science and Education, a postgraduate degree in English and Business
Management and a diploma in Hindustani Classical Music. She is a lead trainer for the CBSE for various
programs including Leading Transformation for Principals, Classroom Management, Life Skills etc. She is
a Lead Trainer for Teacher for Primary English of Cambridge. She has been a passionate educator who
constantly ruminates over her work through her poems. She dabbles in poetic verses and creative
writing which reflects her passion and commitment to school education. She is an amazing orator and a
motivational speaker. She can speak five languages with an ease of a native and that works like a magic
to her Soft skills.
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Major initiatives towards Education
“To every Sunrise, I commit to grow better and wiser”
Mrs Jayshree has been an innovator. She was
the first Principal to initiate the act of sending
Gratitude Cards to Army Jawans through
Sketchxpress India, earning her a special
recognition at the hands of Army Chief Gen
Bipin Rawat. She ensures sensitivity for
Farmers among children and has initiated a

campaign of “Joy of feeding the feeders”. She
has developed a newspaper titled,
“Abhimanyu Uyacha” which has a circulation
of over 15000 copies with the contribution of
the students about the local vicinity. She
developed movies on social messages as
regards demonetization, tribute to teachers,

social media and artificial intelligence. The
Annual Concert is always a research based
cross sectional and theme based presentation
on various states of the country enabling the
school to explore various facets of the State’s
contribution to the Country and the World.

it continues to be a poorly paid job. It is a job
which needs selfless devotion and a wrong
choice of person could be a disaster. For a

teacher, the content is not as important as the
context!

Challenges towards Education
The School Education is experiencing a serious
dearth of good teachers. Not many
youngsters opt for the profession by choice as

Importance of Digital Education in Schools
With the evolving technological means,
knowledge is available at the click of a mouse.
Thus teachers are no longer viewed as
custodians or reservoirs of Knowledge. While

our generation have entered into the age of
technology, the learner is the native of this
age, so the adaptability to it, by the gen z is
awe-inspiring. Having mentioned that,

teachers need to constantly keep abreast
with the latest evolution in technology as it
has become an integral part of School
Education.

Current Changes required for Education Sector
With the National Education Policy getting
drafted as per the dynamic requirement of
the society, we can expect lot of changes in
the School Education. Skill based Education
and Attitude enhancing Education shall be in
focus. Schools should be ready to accept the
change with alacrity and enthusiasm as the












only thing that is constant is CHANGE!
According to Howard Gardner, the
21st century learner should be
trained in five minds, Synthesizing
Mind, Respectful Mind, Ethical Mind,
Disciplined Mind and Creative Mind.

Her awards and accolades
Avantika Sarla Chopra Memorial Samman for Invaluable and path breaking contribution for the promotion
of Social Welfare, Education, Indian Art and Culture.
Dr Radhakrishna Award for contribution in the field for Education.
Best Principal Award received twice from Science Olympiad for encouraging students to participate in the
Olympiads
Best Principal Award from the Unified Council for having the highest number of merit holders from the
school.
Was felicitated by Mrs Gyan Sudha Mishra, Supreme Court Judge on the occasion of Women’s Day at
Bharatiya Vidyapeeth as a Woman of Substance from the city.
Was felicitated by the Army Chief, Bipin Rawat as the most inspiring Principal to sensitize students towards
Army Welfare
Have been felicitated by Career Launcher for the path breaking service in the field of education
Was awarded by AKS at New Delhi, for being one of the top 100 most effective Principals of India for the
year 2017.
Was Awarded, Leadership Excellence Award, on Experiential Learning at Dubai by Meccademia.
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Educator’s View
Ms. Ishita Ghoshal
Principal
Kothari International School, Pune
The whole is more than the sum of its parts
A generation nurtured and reaped in love
with values of kindness, generosity and
empathy with a centered mindful
character we are paving the way for a more
tolerant and amiable society for our next
generation. Schooling is moulding lives and
character of future generations and
knowledge and information aiming
cognitive development has been the
primary focus over years. It has given us

with sad and disturbing results for humanity.
Now is the time when new age schooling shall
redefine our society for the wellbeing of
mankind.
Along
with
technological
advancement our socio-economic, political
and cultural structures are rapidly changing.
This calls for an equally farsighted and
equipping curriculum with the appropriate
resources and environment to create the 21st
century learners.

kindness, gratitude, empathy, honesty,
truthfulness, staying happy, taking social
responsibility,
being
culturally
and
aesthetically appreciative and aware,
develop a character of ethical and moral
uprightness
and
responsibility,
be

environment aware and sensitive, develop
economic viability, have the ability to ideate
and generated new and improved ways for
the welfare of all.

Vision of Education
Schools are micro-cosmos and creates the
entire universe to support our society better.
Therefore deciphering the primary needs of
our society ,these are the attributes we as a
school chose to nurture in our students
through everyday schooling process-

Unique Initiative
Students feel more worthwhile in the decoration, functioning and the growth of the school. Rather than being passive learners
coming and going to and from school. When we let students of high school to teach the primary and the support staff and
when we let students prepare their own question pool for the teacher to build a question paper gives them autonomy in the
learning process.

Experience
With 6 years of experience as a principal and
14 years of experience as a teacher and
teacher trainer, I have spent two decades
experiencing the school Education of our
country with the parallel transformation of

the learner, the stakeholder and the teaching
learning dynamics. As educators and
institutional leaders, we are in the most
challenging times when we have identified
the need to pre-empt the life and skills of the

learner to help him or her accomplish in the
new sectors of higher Education,
employment or social framework. School is a
reflection of the society we live in and the
society we want to create.

Leadership Style
Individuals have always strived to be creative,
expressive and experimental fearlessly with
their passion brimming, if encouraged. Even
as grown-ups one would like to sustain the
spirit of adventure, innovation and creating
to give next to one’s own potential and
attributes. That is the quality we are
nurturing in our students when we give them
the space, resources and freedom to work
around the school to create gardens, shades,
in-house radio, in-house media, school
magazine, eateries in the form of tuck shops,
events of the school, saving resources,
planning and sharing their inputs about the
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school environment, culture and learning.
We are a school who have given our students
the freedom to be artists as well as
entrepreneurs; researchers as well as

engineers as they take leadership roles to
define the problems, research as teams, do a
swot analysis and pitch their solutions in the
most effective and democratic way. We are a
school where students are volunteers in
discussion with the Principal and teachers to
conduct events and run most of the key
functions of the school. Our students are thus
empowered and have already got the
learning ground to adorn practical roles like
that of scientists, engineers, teachers,
leaders, entrepreneurs, marketers, social
workers, you name it and our students have
adorned that role.
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Programme Running in the School
We run a programme for mindfulness where
as
an
institutional
culture to self-reflect
and be mindful of the
way one breathes,
walks, eat, speaks,
thinks and works. A
moment of silence and
self-withdrawal
to
reflect and be more
aware of one ‘s self,
one’s action and one’s surrounding and

functioning consciously, with accountability
and in awareness to
be oneself and
improve
oneself.
We also run a
programme
on
emotional
Education where a
child is taught to
identify
their
emotions and how
they feel and express themselves is the most

appropriate way. Children are taught to know
and acknowledge their own emotions and
learn to talk constructively about it, take
responsibility for it and feel comfortable with
emotions by recognising them. The children
have more clarity in decision making as they
can identity overwhelming emotions
clouding or confusing them. With selfawareness and learning not to blame people
or situations for how they felt makes them
more self-reliant and in control helping them
to think through situations and challenges.

centred. Our students are exposed to global
and local affairs issues or crisis to interact
with students over video chat from schools in
other countries and do research to know
more about world issues. Students when put

through their representation of research and
explore the potential problems and suggest
their views and hypothetical resolutions.
Thus, they develop a global perspective
beyond their textual knowledge of the world.

The ideology
We are a school who are shaping characters.
Anyone who has learnt how to handle their
emotions has mastered themselves. Our
students are therefore expressive, fearless,
empirical in their approach, empathetic and

Why Education
Education for me has been a reason to give me better expressions, career, character and life just happens as a result. For
children in school always try and create an environment of enquiry, give them freedom to try and have more opportunities
to see and experience mutual respect, commitment to work, value given to materials and the minds around. Knowledge and
information is something anyone can acquire, but giving an environment to nurture the knowledge and create a new ‘you’,
keep rediscovering and re-creating that ‘you’, is what I keep building every academic and curricular plan with.

Culture Encouraged in School
I encourage a culture where students,
teachers and parents stop pointing at each
other and point to the fact that we are
partners in this journey, let’s share, let’s learn
from each other, let’s work together when

we see there are some discomforts. I
encourage a culture where the experience of
learning is joyful, exciting, well retained and
remembered. We are shaping an institution
to build sensitive characters who learn about

the world issues and work towards it. It’s
easier to think like all, it’s difficult to think like
yourself. That’s the aim for all young minds
whom we attempt to shape at Kothari
International School.

out the best of our student’s artistic skills
through the implementation of experimental
art practices instead of traditional teaching
methods. Being awarded as a ‘The best
school in implying Art’ by Indian School
Awards, makes us proud of our distinct
approach in Education. We are a CBSE
affiliated secondary school which has been
accredited to British Council from 2019-22
and has bagged the International School
Award and the Indian School Award. We are
extremely happy to create a democratic and
autonomous creative learning culture for our

students and teachers at school and
empowering students to shape their own
world with the best structure and culture that
they will like to live, grow and learn in.

Achievements under her Leadership
Living by what Pablo Picasso said- “every child
is an artist”, we have always strived to bring
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G

lobal Market Analysis:

Online education is a vigorous
industry, with lots of advanced
technologies. The traditional way
of education used to be very simple, which

includes blackboard, a teacher and desks in a
classroom. Today, students can use English
online assessment, upload homework
through a portal, learn history through 3D
immersion, learning through AI, AR & VR is
also available now. Global Ed-tech market

was estimated to be $185.70 billion in 2017
and is expected to reach $252.00 billion by
2020. This shows tremendous growth in the
online education sector.

Ed-tech companies have continued to attract a
significant number of venture capitalist firms
from around the globe to invest in them.
Recently, Owl venture raised $350.0 million to
invest in global Ed-tech companies. Venture
Capitalist around the globe invested over $1.0
billion into Ed-tech start-ups in 2018. Now, Edtech has become the first preference for
investment purpose for an investor because it
provides better return on investment (ROI).

Top Global Ed-Tech Companies:
1. VIPKid:

VIPkid, a China-based online
ed-tech company founded in 2013 to
connect fluent English-speaking teachers
with young Chinese students for one-onone 25-minutes virtual tutoring lessons,
where students are taught English
through a curriculum that covers
concepts like holidays and more complex
topics like current events. Vipkid’s
curriculum is exclusive and affiliated to
the U.S. Common Core State Standards.
It has earned an estimated revenue of
$750 million in 2017. The start-up raised
$500 million in 2018 at a valuation of
over $3 billion.

2. Coursera:

Coursera, a U.S. based

online learning platform is one of the
best examples of how Ed-tech can be
employed to provide access to education
at the universal level. It has over 3,000
courses, 300 specialisations and 13 world
class degrees for the students and
region. By joining hands with top
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universities and organizations, Coursera
has been able to connect the teacherstudent across the globe. One of the best
online education start-ups in the world,
its estimated revenue was approximately
$140 million with 35 million subscribers
in 2017.

3. Yuanfudo:

Yuanfudao, a Beijingbased online tutoring platform offers live
tutoring services covering school
subjects and different courses for higher
education. It has over 200 million users
and its estimated revenue was
approximately $101 million in 2017. In
2018, it raised $300 million from
Tencent, a Chinese multinational
investment holding corporation.

4. Age of learning: Age of Learning, a
U.S. based online learning platform that
blends education best practices,
innovative technology, and insightful
creativity to bring learning for children
aged between 2–8 years around the
world. It is designed to help children
from kindergarten to third-grade to
improve their reading skills. It is the
leading and the most comprehensive
digital early learning resource for

children. Its estimated revenue was
approximately $100 million in 2017.

5. Udacity:

Udacity, a U.S. based online
education provider, which offers online
courses, credentials and nano degrees,
built by AT&T and Google, for data
analysts, web and mobile developers. It
offers a mix of free and paid courses and
videos. In 2018, the company raised $105
million to expand its international
operations. Its estimated revenue was
approximately $70 million in 2017, with
approximately 10 million subscribers in
over 190 countries.

Byju’s:

Byju’s, a Bengaluru based Ed-tech

start-up makes knowledge and education
interesting for 4th to 12th standard students
and those taking competitive exams like JEE,
NEET, CAT, IAS, GRE, and GMAT. With a
valuation of approximately $5.0 billion, Byju’s
is one of the most valued start-ups in India.
The company had launched a new app for
class 4th and 5th students named “Byju’s
Math App” and for the same matter, acquired
Math Adventures. Earlier, Byju’s had also
acquired TutorVista, Edurite and data-driven
platform, Vidyartha. Its estimated revenue
was approximately $68.84 million with 15
million subscribers in 2017.
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6. EdX:

Udemy is one of the best places to
increase an individual’s intensity of
understanding. It is targeted at
professional adults and offers 1,00,000
courses with approximately 30 million
subscribers currently. Its estimated
revenue was approximately $28 million.

EdX, a U.S. based online learning

courses provider, which offers highquality courses from the world’s best
universities and institutions to learners
everywhere. With more than 130 global
partners, EdX has increased access of
quality education for everyone and
everywhere and enhances teaching,
learning on campus. It also offers
courses of weekly learning structures.
Its
estimated
revenue
was
approximately $60.00 million with 14
million subscribers in 2017.

8. Simplilearn:

7. Udemy: Udemy, a U.S. based online
learning platform for teaching and
learning, that connects students from
across the world to the best instructors.

Advanced RPA Professional Training
Course. Its estimated revenue was
approximately $18.55 million.

9. Studysoup:

Studysoup, a San
Francisco-based education start-up,
which provides peer-to-peer learning
marketplace for college students. The
company works as an online study
group, where students can sell or buy
class notes, study guides and tutoring
services. The company has a strong base
of 2,000 elite note makers, 150 schools
and more than 0.5 million students.
Students can earn money by submitting
their own work to the website. Note
takers, or any student who uploads
material to the website, get 50%
commission from each purchase of their
notes or study guides. Its estimated
revenue was approximately $2.10
million in 2017.

Simplilearn, a U.S.

based leading certification provider,
which offers short-term online training
courses. It partners with companies and
individuals to know their unique needs
and provides them with training and
coaching that helps them achieve their
goals. It offers more than 400 courses
with more than 1 million professional
trained and spread over 150 countries.
Simplilearn offers three courses ranging
from foundation to practitioner levels,
which are introduction to Robotic
Process Automation (RPA), the RPA
using UiPath Training Course, and the
Automation
Anywhere
Certified

Revenue of Top 10 Global Ed-tech Players- FY17
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believe that the critical existence of teachers is invaluable, there will be many changes to a teacher’s job practices .
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U.S. Market analysis:
U.S. is the world’s leading country in the
world. The developments made in the U.S.
market works as a benchmark for other
countries around the globe and the same goes
for the advancements made in the Ed- tech
market. The US ed-tech market comprises of

54% of higher education segment and 46% of
K-12 segment, the split is expected to remain
the same for the next 5 years. Since 2014, the
U.S. Ed-tech market has achieved a CAGR of
8.81% and is expected to grow to $43 billion
by 2019. Like other sectors, US market enjoys

the leadership position in Ed-tech space too.
Most of the leading ed-tech firms like
Coursera, EdX, Umedy, etc. ruling the charts
of the most valued Ed-tech companies of the
world are from US.

Top US Ed-Tech Companies:
Flocabulary:

Teachable:

Altschool:

Flocabulary, a US based Ed-tech company
founded in 2004 by Blake Harrison and Alex
Rappaport, is famous for creating educational
contents for the students in form of hip hop
songs and through various non-traditional
ways of teaching maths, science, history and
other main subjects for the students of k-12
segment. Flocabulary reported a revenue of
$8.75 million in the financial year ending
2017- 18. Today, the company is operating in
more than 35,000 schools of US. The
Classroom products of Flocabulary have been
praised by many celebrities like Snoop Dogg
and the United Nation’s Secretary Ban Kimoon as well. In 2017, the company had
launched its mobile app. The company is now
focusing on expanding the reach of its
products and adding innovative features and
functionality, making it more relevant for the
students of diverse backgrounds.

Teachable formerly known as Fedora, is a US
based educational technological company,
which offers a social online learning platform
helping in delivering the Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOCs). Teachable is the all in one
answer to the creators, developers and the
users of the MOOCSs. Teachable handles
everything from handling of payments to
hosting and providing customer support to its
users. Teachable believes that the creators
must be fully focused towards creating and
serving the best content possible and rest all
the complimentary things will be handled by
teachable itself. Teachable received the
“Series A” funding of $4 million in January
2017 and reported revenue of $7.5 million for

Altschool is a San Francisco based education
technology company, which came into
existence by opening a school in 2013 and
then later expanded its operations to a series
of micros schools that focuses on
personalised training through a specialised
playlist created personally by the teacher for
every project and for each student. The
progress of each particular student is
streamed to (his/her) their parents, on the
platforms provided by a personalised app.
The Altschool bridged the gap between the
students and their parents by providing them
the transparency in the progress of their
child. Altschool is charging $100 to $150 per
student annually. Altschool made profit of $7
million in year 2017-18 and the start-up
raised about $174 million and was valued at
$440 million by the pitch book more than any
other common start up in the K-12 segment.

the financial year 2017-18.

Revenue of Top 10 U.S. Ed-tech Players- FY17
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Indian Ed-tech Market Analysis:
verything is going digital in today’s
scenario. Digitalization came in the
lime light when PM Narendra Modi
announced his digital India campaign.
It flagged the way for advancement of digital
education in the country. Indian Ed-tech
market was valued at $0.4 million in 2017 and
is estimated to reach $2 billion by 2021.
Earlier, Indian education system was
restricted to out-dated classroom teaching
with blackboards and quarterly exams to
measure student’s growth. But with the

E

exploration
of
technology,
Ed-tech
companies in India are making their impact in
education market. With the availability of low
cost internet and constantly increasing users
of internet Ed-tech in India has no restrictions
to expand their geographical reach. Still,
there are many isolated parts in India where
students have to travel for hours to reach
their school or college. Availability of
education on online medium is the solution of
this problem. Ed-tech is trying to remove all
boundaries imposed by traditional method of

education. Earlier, if a child missed his school
or lecture it was difficult for him to catch up
with the syllabus but now, through online
teaching it is possible to not only catch up
with the syllabus but even stay ahead in the
race. As entire nation is shifting towards
digitalization, where everyone is encouraged
to pay their milk vendor through paytm,
learning through technology has become
more fun and interactive.

India can be a leader in Ed-tech industry as it
has all the potential required. India has more
than 850 million mobile users base, which is
largely used by youngsters. Mobile users are
constantly increasing by 10 million users per

month, there’s no doubt that mobile devices
are future of classrooms. Online learning
offers us flexibility of time and place, where
everything is competitive and chaotic learning
through Tata-sky or online tutors has become

simpler than simpler. Ed-tech not only help
students but also their parents by ways to
track student’s performance.

Top Indian Ed-tech Companies:
1.

Meritnation: A Delhi based Ed-tech
start-up, which has its user base across 9
countries, is one of the India’s largest
online learning platforms for school
children. Meritnation has estimated
revenue of $31.64 million in FY17, which
is the second highest among the Indian

Ed-tech companies. It provides live
interactive classes from best tutors
available and students can clear
their doubts using “chat” with
teachers. It also gives assignment
and homework after every lecture
to ensure complete understanding
of the topic.

2.

Simplilearn:

Founded in 2010 by
Krishna Kumar, Simplilearn has its
headquarter in U.S. Simplilearn offer its
content only for higher education
segment. It is one of the world’s leading
certification providers. Simplilearn has
over 400 courses with more than 2,000
qualified trainers. Till now, the Ed-tech

start-up has trained over 1 million
professionals across 150 countries. They
also deliver video content on YouTube on
topics like data science, artificial
intelligence, digital marke ting etc. and
has over 0.2 million subscribers with an
estimated revenue of $18.55 million
during FY17.

3.

Upgrad:

delivered in collaboration with worldclass faculties. Upgrad recorded revenue
of $14.05 million in 2017 and currently
has around 0.3 million paid subscribers
around the globe.

A Mumbai based Ed-tech
company, Upgrad is an online higher
education platform, which provides
relevant programs that are designed and
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4.

Edukart:

A Delhi based Ed-tech

Company; Edukart provides courses and
learning content for higher education.
Edukart offer its subscribers with
degrees, diploma and certificate courses
from universities, institutions and
industry bodies. Edukart had estimated
revenue of $4.69 million in FY17 and it
has a user base of 0.01 million across
India. Edukart also provides job
placement support through its job portal
on their website.
5.

6.

CultureAlley: CultureAlley is an Edtech company, which offers language
learning courses for every age group.
CultureAlley has currently over 0.45
million users all over the world that are
learning languages like Spanish,
Mandarin,
Hindi
and
Punjabi.
CultureAlley had reported revenue of
$4.21 million with more than 0.40 million
subscribers in FY17. The Unique Selling
Preposition (USP) of the company is that
language courses are offered through
apps at no cost.

Embibe:

Embibe is the largest
Artificial Intelligence based Ed-tech
company in India. Embibe reported
revenue of $4 million in FY17. Embibe
provides guidance to students by using
data analytics and artificial intelligence.
This AI powered technology not only
helps student to overcome their
academic weaknesses and knowledge
gaps but also their behavioural skills as
well as overall development.
9.

7.

Vedantu: A Bengaluru based Ed-tech
start-up, founded by Mr Saurabh Saxena
in 2011 is, India’s leading live tutorial
platform with best teachers for CBSE,
ICSE, NTSE etc. Vedantu has its teaching
network in more than 500 cities across
the world. Vedantu offers a network
where student can connect with any
teacher directly and can learn in a
personalized way. Vedantu had a
revenue of $2.70 million with a user base
of over 0.04 million in FY17.

8.
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competitive exams from classes 5th to
12th Toppr had estimated 4 million
subscribers and recorded revenue of
$1.83 million in FY17. Toppr is India’s
leading JEE Main/Advanced and NEET
learning platform, which offers a variety
of learning resources in the form of video
tutorials. The company believes that the
most competitive entrance exams can be
cracked using toppr. The content
available on the app is totally free of cost.

Unacademy: A Bengaluru based Edtech start-up, Unacademy has trained
over 0.3 million students by delivering
2400 lessons in a span of just 6 months.
Educators on Unacademy consist of
students who have cleared various
exams or have a teaching experience.
Unacademy started as a channel on
YouTube in 2010 and currently has more
than 3 million subscribers. In 2017,
Unacademy recorded revenue of $0.75
million and has won the Digital Start-Up
of the Year award at 12th India Digital
Summit.

Toppr:

Toppr offers learning content
from 5th to 12th grade students. Toppr
covers around 20 school boards and 60
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Revenue of Top 10 Indian Ed-tech players- FY17:
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Drivers of Ed-tech Market in India:
The Indian higher education system comprises
of around 700 universities and over 35,000
colleges with more than 85% of the students
involved in undergraduate programs. More
than 70% of those are either poorly educated
or uneducated, depicting a huge number of
students in need of some alternative effective
and affordable way of education, creating a
huge user base for quality education. The
need and urgency towards the quality
education is the key motivation for Ed-tech
start-up in India.
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Population Structure: India is a young
country demographically with nearly half of
the population in India is below 25 years and
most of them are heavy internet daily users.
Education being a priority in India, online
education has a huge base to serve the
students in such a country. The Government
of India is also contributing towards
promoting online and digital learning.

Accessibility and Affordability: The

is more convenient and accessible on
fingertips than before. The technology is
improving the way of our learning and is
present in every small aspect of our lifestyle.
The digital education not only facilitates with
accessibility but also reduces time required to
learn any concept or skill. Ed-tech start-ups
like any Byjus and Vedantu are becoming
common and effective learning platforms in
Indian households nowadays.

education provided through online platforms
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Ed-Tech Trends
Virtual and Augmented Reality Gamification based learning: Artificial and Adaptive learning:
(VR and AR): The Virtual and Augmented Gamification is a new trending way of learning Artificial intelligence or adaptive learning is a
Reality, which became popular in 2017 in
India focuses on giving real life experiences to
its users by stimulations through graphics and
sounds. The human mind retains 5% by
reading, 10% by listening and about 60% to
80% by experiencing. These ways of
experiencing the learning gives life to the
boring classroom learning sessions and make
learning interactive and interesting. AR & VR
are widely accepted in many high-end schools
giving best experience of learning.

in the education market. Earlier, also games
were conducted as a part of classroom
activities in many schools. The old games are
now rebuilt in digitalized mode. Usually, the
game based learning is made for primary class
students to build their interests in the
subjects. They are mostly created for regular
maths practice, and act as the solution to the
old school traditional learning methods.
Instant feedback and rewards are key
motivators that drives students towards
learning with lot of fun.

new platform where the system adapts
according to the need of the user or learner.
Adaptive learning uses machines learning and
the central idea behind adaptive learning is to
stimulate personalised experience of users,
which they undergo and learn according to
their own capabilities or strengths.

its market size was valued at $0.4 billion in
2017 and is estimated to reach $1.96 billion by
2021, which shows a great opportunity of Edtech ahead. Globally also investments in edtech start-ups are on growth trajectory.
Notably, Chinese Ed-tech companies raised
over $1.20 billion in 2016, which is more than
triple the amount raised in 2014, signifying
that ed-tech start-ups around the globe has

gained pace. India too has witnessed
significant growth in ed-tech funding over the
last few years, primarily supported by strong
mobile user’s base of over 850 million in 2018.
Now, not only investors but the number of
parents who started believing in online
technology are also increasing.

India with over $5 billion valuation. Globally
Ed-tech start-ups have been able to disrupt
and expand markets primarily supported by
Government policies. Indian Government is
also continuously working towards promoting
and expanding Ed-tech start-ups in India. The
current generation of children has always
been exposed to computers, mobiles and
other technologies that have made learning
easy, interactive and more productive. It is

natural that they would want to have these
items included in the classroom, which makes
online platform an interesting way of learning.
Growth within the Ed-tech industry will be far
smooth and stable. As technologies evolve,
new opportunities would eclipse the current
available options. There are some challenges,
which can be over-come with time

Ed-Tech as an Opportunity
Ed-Tech start-ups are changing the face of the
Indian education system. With the evolving
age of technologies and the internet, more
parents are keen to send their children in a
technology-driven school, which includes
interactive videos and textbooks, online
assignments, tests, classroom discussions,
exclusively customised learning modules,
virtual reality, robotics and many more.
Earlier, it used to be very costly but with
increasing supply of the above mentioned, it
is becoming more affordable for the common
people. Ed-tech start-up offers an innovative
and engaging way of learning, which makes
education more fun for students. Now, Edtech start-ups in India are helping students at
every phase from early childhood
(kindergarten) to higher education, with a
single objective to make learning easier for
the students. According to a study, the
number of registered students for online
courses have been increasing at a very high
rate. Ed-tech is considered to be one of the
fastest growing segments in India, where
According to a study, the total internet
subscribers in urban and rural regions are 365
million and 194 million respectively. Ed-tech is
one of the few sectors, which weathered the
funding in India, around more than 100 startups funded between 2014 to 2016. Leading
ed-tech start-ups such as Simplilearn, Topper,
Byju’s, Vedantu etc. have been able to raise
over a billion dollar in last few years. In 2019,
Byju’s became one of the largest start-ups in
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Operating profit margins of leading School groups:
For the last couple of years, the average
operating profit margins of leading
school groups in India have been in the
range of 23.0-27.0% as depicted in the
chart below. The numbers, as sourced
from different authorities, the ministry
of corporate affairs etc., have been
further adjusted for non-recurring and
one-time income/expenses, to present
the right set of numbers. In spite of

continuous increasing staff cost, rentals,
marketing and distribution costs, schools
have been able to maintain the margins,
primarily because of incremental
revenue from new students counts and
partly due to:


Upcoming technologies, which
helped schools to cut down their
various operational overheads





Higher disposable income and
willingness of parents, to pay more
for better child’s Education
Focus on ancillary revenue - Schools
have now started selling products
like books, stationery, uniforms
play kits, sports equipment etc.,
which has enabled them to diversify
their sources of revenue.

Average operating profit margins as a % of revenue - FY14 to FY17
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Source: Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates
Note: The values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India
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Ancillary revenue of leading School
groups: Like other business sectors, K12 segment schools are also increasingly
focussing on diversifying their revenue
streams and focussing on ancillary
revenue.
Owing
to
increased
competition, continuous government
intervention i.e. fee hikes, increasing

operating costs, the margins of the
schools are under huge pressure.
Therefore, many leading schools have
started focusing more
on
ancillary
revenue streams and as per Eldrok
Research unit, the average ancillary
revenue of those schools as a percentage
of total revenue have risen in the range
of 16% - 20%, as depicted in the chart

below. Though, currently, only a small
chunk of schools focusses on ancillary
revenues, however, it is estimated that
in coming years, more schools are going
to join the model of ancillary revenues
and peripheral services due to rising
costs and schools’ inability to raise the
fee.

Average Ancillary revenue as a % of total revenue – FY14 to FY17

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates

Selling and marketing expenses of
leading school groups: As per the
annual/regulatory filings of leading
school groups, over the last 4-5 years,
the average selling and marketing
expenses as % of revenue of schools

have been in the range of 6.0% - 7.0%, as
depicted in the chart below. Although
the graph depicts that the selling and
marketing expenses as a % of revenue
have been range bound or slightly on
declining trend, but in case of a
significant number of schools, the

absolute values represent the opposite
trend. Notably, we observed that the
selling & marketing expenses remains up
to 15.0% - 20.0% in initial few years of a
new school, but gradually starts
declining as the brand value and visibility
of the school increases.

Average selling and marketing expenses as a % of total revenue - FY14 to FY17

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates
Note: The above mentioned values have been collected based on the sample of 30+ school groups from all over India
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Staff expense pattern of leading
private unaided schools: According to
the annual filings of leading school
groups, the staff expense patterns of the
schools have been in the range of 35.0%
to 38.0%. The graph below depicts the

average staff expenses of these leading
school groups from FY14 to FY18. The
percentage of staff expenses as a part of
the total expenses has been increasing
due to the fact that these schools have
recruited more teachers to improve their
Student-Teacher ratio. Though most of

these school groups have been spending
in the appropriate range, there are some
school groups which spend 40.0% 50.0% of their expenses towards the
staff expenses, which is way above the
industry average.

Average staff expenses as a % of total expense - FY14 to FY18

Source: MCA, Annual Reports, Eldrok Research and Eldrok Estimates
Note: FY18(E) - Estimated, the values mentioned above are collected based on sample of top 20+ school groups from all over India
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Edtech companies in the U.S raise $803 million in H1 of 2020 as online learning became the new trend

The coronavirus pandemic led to the
worldwide recession, which resulted in many
job losses and financial crisis situation.

Edtech sector is among one of the sectors,
which was least affected by the pandemic. All
schools and colleges have shifted towards the
online mode of learning as all the educational
institutes were ordered to remain closed.
Online learning suddenly became the new
routine for students and teachers. In the first
half of the year 2020, the U.S edtech sector
has raised $803 million funding in total.
Although, this amount is 17% less than the
previous year’s first half funding. In the H1 of

2019, the U.S edtech sector nearly raised
$962 million funding. The amount may be less
than the previous year but when we compare
the financial situation with other sectors
during the pandemic, we will see the edtech
sector is one of the booming ones. The
amount of $803 million was collected by U.S
edtech startups in 61 number of funding
rounds.

K16, a Scottsdale based edtech startup raises $3.5 million from local investors
Scottsdale based edtech startup “K16
Solutions” has raised $3.5 million in a funding
round. The funding of $3.5 million is raised
from various local investors based on prime
interest convertible notes. After this raised
funding, the total valuation of the company
reaches $20-$23 million. This also makes the
total funding of the company to $8.5 million.
K16 Solutions was founded in 2015 by
Thomas Waite and Mary Nisbet. K16

Solutions has delivered its product among
160 campuses across Arizona. K16 Solutions
provide products like cloud-native, fully
integrated course development tool that
helps students to focus on their academic and
helps teachers to improve their teaching
method. Scottsdale based company has
expanded its reach to more than 20,000
educators and more than 6,00,000 students
across the country. The funding amount

raised will be used by the company to
enhance their product quality and expand its
product to untapped cities of Arizona.

Kirkland based edtech startup AstrumU raises $7.6 million
Recently, The Seattle-area edtech startup
AstrumU founded in 2017 has raised $7.6
million to fuel the growth of its platform that
aims to determine the value of educational
experiences in the labor market. The round
was led by Kingdom Capital, which also
included the participation from Heidrick
Struggles’ Chairman, Adam Warby and
Founder from DocuSign, Court Lorenzini. KC
Rise Fund and City Light Capital also spent in
the round, the total funding is around $13.2

million till date. The company makes money
from both institutions and employers. It
supports colleges and universities to figure
out how coursework turns into jobs after
college. “They’re seeking an understanding of
which skills are most relevant in the labor
market and how those skills connect back to
educational offerings, and they need that
information in real-time, not just through
annual surveys,” said CEO of AstrumU, Adam
Wray. Many colleges are making budget

reductions due to the pandemic and move to
remote learning. The cash infusion will help in
providing financial support to the company,
amid
the
financial
crisis.

Riiid closes US$41.8 million funding round to accelerate global business expansion

A South Korean edtech startup, Riiid –
reshaping
education
with
artificial
intelligence (AI), has raised $41.8m in a preSeries D funding round. This includes
participation from existing investor IMM
Investment, as well as state-run Korea
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Development Bank, Intervest and NVESTOR,
and brings the total amount raised by Riiid to
$70.2m. “Riiid successfully completed
domestic funding amid a slower investment
environment due to the unprecedented
Covid-19 pandemic and has made significant
progress in negotiating with overseas
financial investors to accelerate global
expansion,” said YJ Jang, CEO of Riiid. The
primary product of Riiid is Santa, a mobile
test app for leading English proficiency exam
Test
of
English
for
International
Communication. This app uses AI to analyse
student content and data, and it predicts
scores and user behaviour, by building a

personalised study plan in real-time to give
students the best opportunities for passing
the exam. The app has reached the top spot
in Japan and Korea for education apps and
has been used by over a million students
across these two countries. However, having
proved the success of its AI technology on the
app, Riiid will be further focusing on applying
it to back-end solutions for a host of
institutions across the world, including school
districts,
companies
and
education
ministries.
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TikTok owner ByteDance plans to invest a huge amount of capital in Educational Technology

Recently, Eight-year-old TikTok parent
company ByteDance based in Beijing plans to

invest a huge amount into its newlyestablished education technology business,
it’s one of the priorities is educational
technology beside short video app TikTok,
which is suffering investigation in
Washington over suspicions China could
force the company to turn over user data.
ByteDance also works on one-on-one English
training app GoGoKid and online sessions live
streaming app Qingbei. “The company

entered the educational technology sector in
2016 via investments and trying out various
projects, according to a transcript published
by the company on social media,” said Chen
Lin, senior vice president at ByteDance. Due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the industry was
one of a few sectors that saw its wealth shine
as widespread lockdowns in China and school
closings urged students to attend online
classes from home for many months.

To expand tutoring, edtech startup Knack strikes a $540K deal with the University of Florida
A Florida based edtech startup, founded by
David Stoker, Shawn Doyle, Samyr Qureshi
and Dennis Hansen has struck a $540K deal
with the University of Florida to give free
education for many students, including those
in the school’s most challenging classes. The
company has been working with the
University of Florida for many years, and the
new program was formed after UF officials
asked students about their transition to
remote learning amid the Covid-19

pandemic. Hundreds of them asked for
educational resources like tutoring. Knack is a
Tampa educational technology firm that
unites students who need tutors with other
students who can give tutoring services. The
company has expanded its revenue by triple
figures, since the starting of the year, and
after the program was announced more than
500 applicants sign up to be tutors in the
initial 48 hours, and about 50 percent of them
are now qualified tutors.

Online learning startup Coursera books $130 million in the new funding round

Recently, an online learning platform
Coursera, founded in 2012 by Stanford
computer science professors Andrew Ng and

Daphne Koller, has raised $130 million in a
Series F led by NEA. The current funding
reportedly values the company at $2.5 billion.
It allows courses taught by teachers at
topmost universities such as Stanford and
Johns Hopkins, it also offers 4,500 sessions
with 160 university partners and 40
companies which includes Google and IBM,
who also design courses. The round was also
participated by Kleiner Perkins, SEEK Group,
Learn Capital, SuRo Capital, and G Squared.

“The global higher education market is worth
$ 2 trillion.” “It’s just huge and it was already
online. So it is with COVID forced on-line,”
said CEO Jeff Maggioncalda, Coursera. This
COVID-19 pandemic has given a tremendous
boost to online learning providers. The big
Series F round would extend the aim of
venture capital firms placing their money this
year more into established, late-stage
startups rather than early-stage ventures.

Singapore headquartered company Adventus.io has secured AUD$12 million in series A funding round
Recently, A Student Recruitment Software-asa-Service platform, headquartered in
Singapore, founded in 2018 has acquired
AUD$12 million in series A funding round
which needs to change the way of education
institutions, recruiters, and students connect
around the world. The raised fund will be used
by the company- supported by Australian
venture firm 333 Capital and resources from
four co-founders Ryan Trainor, Lincoln
Trainor, Victor Rajeevan and Richard Uren, as
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it pushes forward with its objective of making
a big impact in student recruitment. The
company aims to change a cottage industry in
various countries into a business where
smaller and mid-sized companies with less
than 20-30 university partners can place
students in a broader range of institutions.
“For the last 18 months we have built a SaaS
platform and rapidly changing the
international student recruitment business
globally,” said president & co-founder

Adventus.io, Rajeevan. Once they get the
approval to use the platform then the
agencies will take all of the commission
payments earned on successful registration.
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Online education startup TeleTeachers raises $2.7 million in a series funding round

On Tuesday, Remote Special education
Startup TeleTeachers, founded in 2019 by
CEO Emily Smith, a certified speech-language
pathologist raised $2.7 million in series A
funding round, it helps to improve Remote

Education for students with disabilities and it
also provides high-quality, federallymandated specific education and related
treatment services through video conference
via fully verified, online providers, to students
from anyplace. Seyen Capital’s Senior MD
George Spencer and Jerry Putnam, the
founder of Archipelago Holdings and retired

Chairman of Options House and President of
the New York Stock Exchange has headed the
company in a Series A funding round. The
company would use the raised funds to
increase the company’s provider base, along
with the aim of ensuring every student has
access to the services they need despite the
pandemic.

Under legal pressure, US reverses the rule for international students and back to the flexible
Recently a law passed by the US Immigration
and Customs Enforcement, required
international students in the US. The Trump
administration has reversed the order after
they had announced a directive saying that
the visas to stay in the US for foreign students
with online-only classes would not be
approved. The turnaround appeared on the
heels of eight lawsuits from top-tier US
universities, technology firms and state
governments against the order. The law,
declared by Judge Allison D. Burroughs at U.S.
District Court in Massachusetts on Tuesday.

“We celebrate this decision, North-eastern
University continues to advocate for our
international students, and we hope to see
more guidance from the federal government
that provides our students with the support
that they need and deserves during this
public-health crisis, on behalf of our
international students and our global
community,” said Jigisha B. Patel, the
university’s associate general counsel and
chief advisor for international and
immigration services. The now-rescinded law
would have forced foreign students of

schools to offer exclusively online classes to
either transfer or leave the U.S.

U.S. education technology startup CampusLogic Raises $120M in the biggest funding round

CampusLogic, a U.S. education technology
startup and a financial aid SaaS firm that
analyses the student’s financial aid
knowledge and reduces the financial aid
administration costs, founded in 2011 raises
$120M in the biggest venture funding Round
for US edtech so far in 2020. It provides
financial-aid tools for the higher education

institutions and it is also a Phoenix-based
developer of devices and resources which are
used by college administrators to support
students, manages scholarships, loans and
other economic supports, received a $120
million investment entirely by Dragoneer
Investment Group. This signifies the first-ever
investment in education for the San
Francisco-based firm, whose responsibility
holds many highly-valued technology firms
and ones that went public, which includes

Facebook, Slack and Spotify. “we want
students to make informed financial
decisions, connect them with opportunities
like grants and work-study programs, and
ultimately help them borrow less in loans,”
said founder and CEO of CampusLogic. The
company would use its raised funds to
acquire more assets and could expect more
purchases to come.

London based startup Kano in partnership with Microsoft has raised more than $1 million

On Tuesday, London based startup Kano,
founded in 2013 which is focused on teaching
kids how to code, has increased more than $1
million from Microsoft with the tech giant,
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taking a minority stake. The Kano PC is
established by the startup Kano in
partnership with Microsoft. A total amount of
around $45.5 million, has been raised.
Microsoft is trusting that a British computing
startup can take on Google in the educational
technology business, which has seen an
increase during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Kano also joins the series of big IT players like
Lenovo and Dell in purchasing original
equipment manufacturer licensing from
Microsoft, recently Kano also got a tender
from Japanese govt to trade 3 million of its
devices in the country. “He was “motivated”

by Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella’s devotion to
open source technology. In recent decades,
the technology giant has bought the software
development
platform
GitHub
and
assembled its own Edge browser based on
source code from Google’s open-source
Chromium project”, said Klein Co-Founder
and CEO Kano. Kano is now all set to export
its PCs with Windows 10 Pro a premium
version of Microsoft’s operating system to
schools and has also created a co-selling deal
with Microsoft.
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Outlier raises $11.7 million in a funding round led by GSV Ventures
Outlier, a New York based edtech
company has raised $11.7 million in a
Series A funding round. The funding
round was led by GSV Ventures along
with participation from Tectonic Capital,
Jackson Square Ventures and Harrison
Metal. Outlier is an Education company
that offers online university level
courses. The lectures are delivered by
some most renowned educators across
the world. Currently, Outlier online

courses only on calculus and psychology. The
courses are delivered by faculty from
universities like Cornell, MIT and Yale. The
average duration of the course is 14 weeks
and costs around $400 per course. This
funding makes the total funding of the
company as $16 million till date. This raised
fund would help Outlier to develop more
courses on different subjects and expand
their presence in other states of America.

London based edtech startup Cypher raises 275k in a series funding round
London-based edtech startup Cypher or a
coding school, established in 2016 by serial
entrepreneur Elizabeth Tweedale, has closed
a funding round of £225k in investment
following exponential increase regarding
their recent shaft to take the business online.
The edtech allows creatively themed coding
camps for kids’ age groups between 5 to 14
intending to encourage children to learn to
code, computational thinking, problemsolving and communication. “Throughout

lockdown, our aim has been to keep children
learning and engaged, as the ability for
children to learn how to code is key in
preparing them for their futures. The recent
pandemic has caused many challenges. It’ll
be the ideas and companies created by our
children that will change the future. Our
recent injection of funds is incredibly exciting
as it will help Cypher continue to teach more
children globally as we continue our
expansion to the US and the Middle East.”

said, CEO Elizabeth Tweedale. The company
would use the raised funds to stimulate the
company’s growth, by comparing these
online
camps
beside.

TagHive raises fund from the South Korea-based Joon Hyon to expand in the Indian edtech market

South Korea based edtech startup “Taghive”,

founded in 2017 to help students from
classes 6th to 10th to learn their lessons
through AI-powered quiz-based learning, has
raised an undisclosed amount of funding in
Pre-Series A round. The funding round was
led by Joon Hyon, the Managing Partner at
South Korean-based Complement Capital.
The funding would take the total valuation of
the company to more than $10 million. In the
year 2019, the company expanded in the
Indian education market and partnered with

the government of Madhya Pradesh and
Uttar Pradesh. “The e-learning industry in
India has a huge business potential. By using
Artificial Intelligence, TagHive is uniquely
placed in India to take the tech-based
teaching solution across rural towns of India
with minimal infrastructural investments,”
said, Joon Hyon. Through this raised funds,
the company would enhance its product
quality and expand its operations and user
base majorly in the Indian edtech market.

Students in complete stress after the US bans online study for international students
The trend of online learning was increasing in
every country including the U.S. But, the U.S.
Government has announced a total ban on
fully online courses for international
students. There’s a huge population of
international students in theU.S. who were
pursuing their degree courses through
online methods. This decision has left
these students in complete shock.
Students
pursuing
these
online
courses/degrees while remaining in the
U.S will be asked to leave the country as
soon as possible. If any student is observed
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not following the orders issued by the
government then he/she may face
immigration consequences. “New SEVP

guidance is harmful to the health & well-being
of #intlstudents & puts the entire #highered
community at risk. We are in a global
competition for talent. Policies like these
only increase the barriers to studying in the
U.S.” tweeted, Esther Brimmer, CEO, NAFSA
(Association of International Educators).
International students have played a major
role in the U.S. economy, this decision will
only create the complications among
students and would increase the barriers to
study in the U.S.
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Educon International School, Baner - Pune
A 21st Century school adapting a New Paradigm of Education

Introduction
Ranked amongst TOP 5 innovative teaching schools in India by Education World
Grand Jury awards and Ranked no. 1 in Maharashtra under the ICSE Parameter wise
for ‘Co-Curricular Education` by EducationToday, Educon International School, Baner
is successfully implementing the concept of “Living School” by imparting its
curriculum for excellence following Holistic well-being pedagogy and Education for
global citizenship. Holistic Well-being approach is practiced by leaving behind the
hypertrophy of mind and harmoniously develop all dimensions of students like
Emotional, Physical, Intellectual and Creative. EIS is recognized as a school demonstrating extra ordinary capability to
break away from rote learning and adapt pedagogies which encourage development of students’ creative thinking,
collaborative and problem solving skills by many Educational platforms and eminent Educationists.

MISSION:
Purpose of education imparted at EIS is to enable each student to be a successful learner, a confident individual,
a responsible citizen and an effective contributor. Our Qualified, creative, competent staff, comprehensive
curriculum for excellence and student centric safe learning environment shall develop in students the zest to be
lifelong learners.

Campus Facilities:
To complement innovation in Academics EIS provides state of the
art campus and infrastructure. Campus is made very safe and
secure with the help of multiple CCTV's covering all the school
areas and classrooms. Access control doors restricts the
unauthorized access of any individual within school premises.
Students learn in temperature controlled classrooms with
innovative learning equipments like personalized tablets and
Digital content. Excellent library, STEM Lab (a true blend of
science, technology, engineering & math), Computer Lab,
Music/Dance/Art room, Enrichment Zones (Indoor Sports room,
Activity Room, Soft Gym), A huge Sports Ground leave no stone
unturned in providing the best to all students. A canteen offering
delicious, hygienic and nutritious food gives plethora of options in
diet. 24X7 Security personnel and a unique Parent on Campus policy (where a Parent is invited to be in school and
experience school activities for the whole day) eventually makes a parent confident and strengthens their trust in the
safe and secure environment of the school. Initiatives like Mystery Reader and Parent in a Classroom makes parents
as partners. GPS, RFID and Camera enabled School buses takes care of safe commuting.
Personalised learning is ensured in EIS by keeping Optimal Student-Teacher ratio in class. Well defined learning
outcomes integrates experiential and project based learning which adds impetus and strengthens conceptual learning
which enables to better understand a concept and move away from rote method of memorization. The new age
learning concept of Explore, Engage and Experience is put to practice in EIS.
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Pedagogical Model of “Flipped Classroom” enables students to take
up the video lessons of the study topics at their own pace as revision
in comfort of their home and to a suitable depth of understanding.
The use of “3D Learning” in the classroom offers enormous potential
as a tool in teaching and learning. While the TED-Ed Clubs in school
presents its students the hands-on opportunity to enhance their
presentation and public speaking skills that will be vital, a School
Radio Station run by the students and for the students helps to
express their views and build their confidence whether it is discussing
important issues or sharing ideas.
21st Century Life Skill Education blended in the syllabi gives an edge
to all EIS students to participate and engage in real-life scenarios.
Global School Partnership and Connecting India programs
provides an exposure to students to interact with their
counterparts across the globe and within India. This Project based
Learning avenues make them aware of global and domestic issues
and equips them with skill and knowledge to be an Active Global
Citizen.
At EIS, we believe “Teachers Make the Difference”. Hence,
continuous professional development workshops are frequently
organized to keep our teachers updated to the latest trends in teaching pedagogies. These are many times delivered
by renowned International Facilitators. EIS teachers have also been honoured and appreciated by conferring upon
them Teachers Glory awards and Teacher par excellence award at World Education Summit 2019 and by IIHM, Pune
respectively.

School is recognized by International Associations and received many awards and accolades in the category
of Best School in Pune West, Hygiene and cleanliness, Innovative Teaching, Pedagogical Innovation, TOP 100
schools in India, Excellence in advanced Skill development program and Global school champion.
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VISION:
EIS seeks to prepare students for life and active participation in a global multicultural society by
developing in them knowledge and understanding of the world while retaining the traditional Indian
Values.







E - Excellence in all Aspects of School
D - Dedication in Imparting Quality Education
U - Unique Innovative Concepts of Teaching Pedagogies
C - Commitment towards Building a Nation
O - Optimistic Approach towards Learners
N - Nurturing Young Minds with Care and Affection

Chairman’s Message
EIS is a progressive Living School which is child - centred, co-Educational, private school committed to providing International
standard quality Education. EIS follows the ICSE curriculum integrated with Education for Global Citizenship. At EIS our focus is on
creating Learning Environments that are innovative and enriching adding impetus to learn with joy and pleasure, which are the
most powerful driving forces behind learning. Our Curriculum for Excellence
offers inspiring pedagogical activities that engage children to learn without
constrains or pressure. This makes us direct all our teaching and learning
strategies to recognize children's multiple intelligences along with care and
individualized attention, nurture children to grow their potential and most
importantly develop lasting values and strength of character all while preparing
them to face the challenges of living in a global society. Our exceptionally
talented and dedicated Teachers and Staff are the building blocks for our
school's excellence. Our Teachers are our strength who works diligently to
implement the "Curriculum for Excellence" within the framework of "Living
School" and stay abreast of latest technological advances and teaching learning
pedagogies by participating in continuous Professional development programs.
We also welcome you to share your talents, passion, profession and culture in
collaboration with our teaching team. Educon International School is defining a
new type of Education.

Mr. Nikhil Wagh
EIS offers programs from Toddlers to STD X and prepare students for ICSE (Indian Certificate of Secondary Education)
Examinations.
With all this and more, EIS is has emerged as a 21st Century school adapting a New Paradigm of Education.

For Admission:
Contact 8087007545/46
Educon International School
Off. Pancard Club Road, Pune
www.educoninternationalschool.com
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Special Coverage- Educational Toys
Overview:
Educational toys are informative toys used
for toddlers, infant, elementary, preschool
and middle school kids for social, cognitive,
physical, and emotional development. Toys
includes smart toys, which are equipped with
artificial intelligence (AI), which significantly
contributing in the growth of educational
toys market. With the rapidly increasing
opportunities, parents are also focusing on
their children to learn via engineering and
coding toys therefore factors such as
innovative, robotics toys for S.T.E.M

education, rising 3D shapes in toy designs,
and surging green educational and ecofriendly toys are projected to capture the
educational toys market globally.
Educational toys consist of activity sets,
math’s kit, science’s kit, construction sets,
play dough, DIY craft kits, and theme based
toys related to alphabets, animals, &
numbers, which are likely to teach and
encourage knowledge development of
children.

Educational toys market can be divided into
product type, age group, educator type, end
user, distribution channel, toy type, and
region globally. Product type includes
academic type, cognitive thinking, motor
skills, and others. A Motor skill is divided fine
motor skills and gross motor skills. The
market is divided into 1 – 4 years, 4 – 8 years,
and above 8 years in terms of age. Educator
market can be split into S.T.E.M activities,

brain breaks, gifted & talented, and
classroom games. Educational toys market is
divided into indoor education toys and
outdoor education toys. Residential and
Commercial are the type of end users. The
educational toys market size is estimated to
reach $34.2 billion by 2024. The analysis of
the market was done on the basis of type of
toys (academic educational toys, cognitive
educational toys, motor skills educational

toys, and other toys), and geography (the
Americas, APAC, and EMEA). It also includes
market’s competitive landscape and
information about the several companies
including Engino.net, Hasbro, LEGO Group,
Learning Resources, MindWare, MAIER
Group (Ravensburger), VTech Holdings, and
Mattel.

Traditionally educational toys consist of
building sets, jigsaw puzzles, and card games.
Now, manufacturers have begun to use new
materials to manufacture educational toys,
which are not only attractive but also less

toxic. Technology educational toys are
gaining popularity in the global market.
Technology based toys can keep kids engaged
by training them to perform their day-to-day
activities. Seeing the various safety and

security issues related to materials in the
educational toys industry, many parents,
educators, and vendors are increasingly
opting for eco-friendly educational toys,
generally called green toys.
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Global market size of Educational
toys: Students interact with many objects in
their routine life and learn a lot from them

but are not toys. Toys are generally
considered to be specifically built for
children's use. A child might play with and
learn from a rock or a stick, but it would not
be considered an educational toy because it
is a natural object, not a man-made one, and
it’s not likely for educational purpose.
Educational toy is something that is
deliberately made for the purpose of
learning. The below graph depicts the global
revenue of educational toy from the year
2015 to 2019. In the 2015, the market size of

educational toy was approx. at $22 billion and
it grew at a CAGR of 3.46% till 2019. In 2017,
36% of the global market revenue was
contributed by the American region. Learning
becomes for fun when a child gets introduced
with a toy. Toy manufactures saw this
opportunity and entered into educational toy
market. In 2019, educational toy market size
is estimated to reach at $25.2 billion. Now, in
developed countries, the toy industries are
generally at an advance level.

Global market size of educational toys – FY15 – FY19:

Maket Size of Educational Toys (billion)
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Source: Company reports, Eldrok research, Eldrok estimates

Global top 10 educational toys companies
targeted
 Lego Group: Lego, a Denmarkbased
toy
production
and
manufacturing company, known for
interlocking plastic bricks has a huge
market size of more than 20% in the
toy industry. Lego has been working
with teachers and educators from past
37 years, which helps them to deliver
innovative
playful
learning
experiences to students. Lego has
made many physical and digital
educational resources, which helps
students to think creatively. Lego has
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students of preschool,
elementary and middle school.
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Mattel:
Mattel, a U.S based multinational toy
manufacturer, that has the second
biggest market share in the toy sector.
Mattel produces many toy brands like
Hot Wheels, Barbie, Matchbox etc.
Mattel also produces STEM toys,



Hasbro:
Hasbro, a U.S based toy manufacturing
company, which is best known for its
board games. Hasbro is the largest toy



network

in

over

100

from around $25 and goes up
to more than $400. It also
manufactures educational toys
for educators too.

merger of two rivals “Tomy” and
“Takara”. The company has 15
categories in toys section. Company

provides educational toys for preschoolers and elementary students.

ecommerce websites like Flipkart,
Amazon, eBay etc. Bandai foundation

has also contributed over $7.8 million to
various charitable organizations.

manner and make education fun. Gigo’s
joyful learning has presence in Europe,
America and Asia. Gigo uses innovative
ways to make toy based learning more

fun. In addition to this, Gigo has their
learning lab, Gigo Curriculum Alliance
and Gigo Franchise Programme, which
helps to meet educational needs.

4000 products and deals with brick toys,
STEM toys and smart toys.
campuses. Keeping the latest trends in
mind, educators could create alternative
methods of experience by introducing

gamification and virtual labs that will
assist students to conduct and simulate
experiments that are based on the realworld phenomenon.

GigoToys:
GigoToys, a Taiwan company, which
creates world-class constructional bricks
with its unique “One-Peg-5-Hole”
patent. Gigo make toys in an educational



distribution
countries.

Bandai:
Bandai is a Japanese toy maker, which
produces plastic model kits and video
games. Bandai sell their learning toys on



cherub-like smiling face, known as a
"klicky". Students get fascinated after
playing with their historical and modern
theme based toys. Company has a

Takara Tomy:
Takara Tomy, a Japanese entertainment
company that produces children’s toys.
The company was created after the



education by starting producing pencil
cases and school supplies.

Mindware:
Mindware manufactures brainy toys for
the age group of 12 and above. The
company manufactures STEM toys,
classroom games, after school games,
brainteasers etc. Cost of a toy starts



producer firm in the world, in terms of
stock market value. Hasbro entered into

Playmobil:
Playmobil, founded in 1974 in Germany,
is a line of toys produced by Brandstatter
Group. Signature toy of Playmobil is a 7.5
cm tall human figure with a particular



educational toys and
learning video games
too. It has a strong
presence in more than
150 countries.

Simba Dickie Group:
Simba-Dickie Group, a German toy
manufacturer, which was founded in
1982 by the name “Simba Toys”. It is the
fourth largest toy manufacturer of
Germany. The company has more than
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Melissa & Doug:
Melissa & Doug” was founded in 1988 by
Doug Bernstein and Melissa Bernstein in
America. Melissa & Doug manufacture
wooden puzzles, arts and craft products, and

other educational toys. The company
categorizes their products into learning toys,
pretend to play toys, cooking toys etc. Toys
manufactured by the company starts from

below $10 and are for the age group of 8 and
above.

Challenges of Educational Toys Market:

1.

India is not a developed country therefore there are various challenges which are faced by Indian educational toys sector that are:
As India underdeveloped country and Indian
traditional way of teaching but technology
parents are unfamiliar to latest technology
has overshadowed that traditional way.
In India most of the parents are therefore creating demand for the Educational toys are not yet exposed in front
unfamiliar to educational toys:
educational toys in Indian societies is tough.
of Indian parents.
There are still some parents who follow

2. Indian manufacturers have to
compete with the Chinese
educational toys:
China is the leading producer of educational
toys and exports them into the Indian
market. Chinese toys are much cheaper
than Indian educational toys because of
their quality cheap labour cost. Indian
manufacturers would get a very tough
competition
from
the
Chinese
manufacturers. Government’s Make in India
campaign could help Indian educational toy
market to beat Chinese toy industry.

3. High cost of educational toys:
Indian market is very price sensitive market
and the cost of the educational toys is
generally high because of involvement of
latest technology. Cost of product will play a vital role in affecting the educational toy market, which is the main reason for receiving tough
competition from Chinese market.
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Opportunities in Indian market
As India is emerging market and have lots of scope and opportunities for the educational toys.

1. High birth rate and percentage of population under
age of 14: As India has a high birth rate which gives the positive

2. Increase in the educational trends:

Educational

technology. More and more parents give preference to

impact on sales in the educational toys segment and 35% of Indian

educational toys in order to promote learning by playing for their

Population is below the age of 14 which shows a brighter future for

children. As a result, educational toys demand increases.

the educational toy industry.

3. Nurturing child’s creativity and imagination
Child Development through the educational
toys helps to improve the imagination and

creativity, like ability to form a picture
in your mind and also taught children how to

play with others through compromise,
conflict resolution and sharing.

An educational toy helps children to learn
something new, something that will help
them in future. Educational toys play an
important role in physical and mind overall
development and it also provides an
opportunity to children to play with one

another. It is proven that kids react better
towards attractive modes of learning and are
able to learn quickly when they are taught
using interactive techniques. Robotic toys
are innovative plaything for children that will
make environment a bit more fun and

interactive when it comes to learning while
playing. Educational toys also focused on a
storytelling timeline to encourage children
to continue coding and playing rather than
just offering them the playing gadget.

Therefore, educational toys keep children
motivated to play and learn code in fun and
interactive way. Now, a day trend of
S.T.E.A.M toys is also increasing across the
world. Parents are eager to get their children
interested in the STEM at a very early age.
These toys engage kids in different ways by
incorporating new technologies and learning
in their creative minds. The share of children
aged 0-14 is more than 27% which gives the
positive impact on sales in the educational

toys segment. The high birth rate has a
brighter future for the educational toy
industry. Experts anticipate further growth
for the Indian toy market. Most products are
imported from China, USA and Great Britain.
In India especially toys are imported from
China due to low purchasing prices which
result in low quality and cheap labour
available there. As India is not a developed
country and Indian parents are not exposed
to latest technology therefore lots of scopes

are there in the Indian education toys sector.
Educational trends to influence in India by
growing level of education and as more and
more parents give preference to educational
toys now days so, India have lots of potential
in this sector. We would see many ed-tech
companies making their mark in educational
toy sector.

Conclusion
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Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for education section, particularly in K-12
segment. We have one of largest dedicated education community followership in India i.e. 29,000+ followers across our
leading social media platforms.
For more
information,
please
contact:
+91-12-4475 1840, +91-83750 27737 or
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